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1 1 
INTRODUCTION N 

1.11 Nanomagnetism 
Thee introduction of the controlled thin film deposition and lithographic pattern-

ingg methods originally developed for semiconductor technology has brought 

aboutt a renaissance in magnetism research. The possibility to engineer multi-

layerss of magnetic and non-magnetic metals on the atomic scale led to the dis-

coveryy in the late eighties of inter-layer exchange coupling and giant magneto-

resistancee (GMR). Today, the study of the fascinating static and dynamic mag-

neticc properties of systems with a reduced dimensionality, from two-dimensional 

multilayerss via nanowires to zero-dimensional nanoclusters and molecular mag-

nets,, forms an active and exciting area of research in solid state physics. 

Confiningg the dimensions of a magnetic structure to the scale of the magnetic 

exchangee length or the domain wall width results in intriguing phenomena, 

foreignn to bulk materials. For instance a small cluster of Rh, a metal otherwise 

non-magnetic,, becomes magnetic when the cluster becomes smaller than « 700 

atomss [1]. Another example is the super-paramagnetic transition observed in 

smalll  self-assembled Co nanoclusters evaporated on a Au surface [2]. 

Apartt from their scientific interest, the technological potential of magneto-resistive 

devicess and nano-structured materials is an important driving force for the 

studyy of magnetic thin films and nanostructures. GMR magnetic field sensors 

weree introduced within 10 years of the discovery of GMR itself and are used for 

automotivee applications and data storage. Tunnel magneto-resistant junctions 
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formm the heart of non-volatile magnetic random access memories (MRAM), a 
promisingg technology that is being commercialized at this time. 

Inn this respect it is captivating to see that in this field truly fundamental discov-
eriess foster technological progress and vice versa. The heralded example here 
iss the mesmerizing speed of development in hard-disk technology: after the in-
troductionn of thin film GMR sensors and granular media in the beginning of the 
nineties,, an annual increase in bit density by 100% has been obtained, beating 
Moore'ss law, that describes semiconductor miniaturization by almost a factor 
two.. Today, fundamental limits such as super-paramagnetism are approached, 
ass the bit size goes down to only a few tens of nanometers. This calls for a bet-
terr fundamental understanding of the static and dynamic properties of confined 
magneticc systems. 

1.22 X-ray magneto-optics 

Manyy methods are used to characterize the magnetism of thin films and con-
finedd magnetic structures. Among these, magneto-optical methods are a de-
faultt tool. They have the advantage that they are not hampered by magnetic 
andd electric fields. With the use of ultra-fast lasers they combine femto-second 
timee resolution, important for studies of the dynamics of magnetization pro-
cesses,, with a spatial resolution in the submicron range. Although the latter is 
goodd enough to resolve mesoscopic magnetic structure, the spatial resolution 
couldd be improved by going to shorter wavelengths. 

Fortunately,, the development in synchrotron radiation techniques over the past 

155 years has been as breathtaking as the rapid pace in magnetism research. The 

adventt of undulator devices has resulted in high-intensity x-ray beams with 

completee control of the wavelength and the polarization. The latter develop-

mentt was strongly stimulated by the discovery of large polarization and spin 

dependentt magneto-optical effects at the core level x-ray absorption edges of 

magneticc elements [3, 4, 5, 6]. It was soon realized that this offered new possi-

bilitiess for the study of magnetism. Since then, polarization and spin dependent 

resonantt x-ray spectroscopy and scattering have become an indispensable tool 

forr modern magnetism research [7, 8,9]. 

Scatteringg experiments are mostly performed using hard x rays (hoj > 2 keV), 
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whichh have the combined advantage of high spatial resolution and large pene-

trationn power [10, 11]. However, in the soft x-ray range the resonant magnetic 

scatteringg cross-sections are much larger and although the soft x-ray wave-

lengthss are too large for the determination of the unit cell structure, they are 

perfectlyy suited to resolve the micromagnetic structure of domains and the ar-

tificiall yy structured devices and objects encountered in the field of nanomag-

netism. . 

Resonantt soft x-ray microscopy may be the ultimate magneto-optical method 

forr studying static nanomagnetic structure [12, 13]. However this tool is still 

limitedd in resolution to « 20 to 50 nm due to the difficulty in making large 

Fresnell  zone plate lenses. Soft x-ray scattering is relatively simple to implement 

andd is the method chosen in our studies. A number of pioneering experiments 

concentratedd on reflectivity measurements at the transition metal L2,3 edges on 

singlee crystal surfaces [14] and magnetic multilayers [15,16,17]. 

Thee first domain studies were performed by Dürr et a\., who measured the 

in-planee diffracted intensity from periodic stripe domains in FePd thin films 

[18,, 19] in a reflection geometry. Recently Kortright et al. applied the ele-

mentt specificity and energy dependence in a transmission small-angle scatter-

ingg experiment, probing the charge- and the magnetic heterogeneity in granular 

Co/Ptt and CoPtB thin films [20, 21, 22]. For this geometry the description of the 

magneticc scattering amplitude is simplified considerably. It has been used for 

softt magnetic speckle experiments [23, 24], andd in the study of perpendicular 

exchangee bias multilayers [25]. 

Itt is noteworthy to point out that scattering techniques have a great potential 

too be extended in the time domain. This could be achieved using magnetic 

pump-- optical probe schemes using the time structure of the synchrotron beam 

[26],, similar to dynamical Kerr effect methods using ultra-fast lasers. Another 

optionn is to perform dynamic light scattering type experiments [27, 28, 29, 30] 

too study critical behavior at surfaces or in small particles. Before these steps can 

bee taken, a thorough understanding of the polarization and energy dependence 

off  resonant magnetic scattering in the static regime is essential. 
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1.33 This thesis 

Inn this thesis we demonstrate how polarization dependent resonant soft x-ray 
scatteringg can be used to study the magnetic nanostructure inside thin films and 
surfaces.. In particular the nucleation and development of periodic stripe do-
mainss in amorphous Gdi_xFex thin films are investigated. We find that the 
evolutionn of the stripe structure over the in-plane magnetization curve shows 
ann unexpected and amazingly rich behavior: it involves a disorder-order tran-
sitionn at the nucleation field, a strong dependence of the period on field, the 
creationn and growth of a Bloch wall structure and the appearance of closure do-
mains. . 

Inn chapter 2 we introduce the theory and phenomenology of magnetic domain 
formation,, emphasizing stripe domains in particular. Chapter 3 deals with the 
macroscopicc theory of magneto-optics and gives the dispersion relations that 
connectt the absorption and dichroism to the dispersion and birefringence of a 
magneticc medium. The macroscopic theory is followed by a microscopic de-
scriptionn in terms of the resonant atomic scattering amplitude for an electric 
dipolee transition. 

Inn chapter 4 a quantitative determination of magneto-optic atomic scattering 
factorss around the Gd M 4 5 and Fe L2,3 edge resonances is presented. These are 
obtainedd from the polarization and spin dependent x-ray transmission of ho-
mogenouslyy magnetized thin Gdi  x¥ex films. The obtained optical constants 
aree shown to be in perfect agreement with the total scattering cross section from 
aa stripe domain lattice in a GdFes thin film. 

Thee phenomenology of the polarization, energy and geometry dependence of 

resonantt diffraction from this periodic stripe lattice is investigated in chapter 5. 

Wee demonstrate that at the Gd M4/5 edge the energy- and polarization depen-

dencee of the resonant scattering cross section can be used to separate the scatter-

ingg contributions from the bulk domains, domain walls and closure domains. 

Byy comparing the scattered intensity with that for a micromagnetic model we 

obtainn the three-dimensional structure of the stripe lattice. 

Finallyy chapter 6 gives a detailed description of the evolution of the stripe lattice 

overr the in-plane magnetization curve in GdFe5 and GdFe9 thin films. Although 
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thee general behavior of the stripe period and scattered intensity as a function of 

thee applied field is very similar for the two samples there are also apparent dif-

ferences.. These can be explained perfectly in terms of their macroscopic mag-

neticc properties, which we extract from the nucleation field and stripe period. 
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2 2 
STRIPEE DOMAIN S IN MAGNETIC 

THI NN FILMS WITH 
PERPENDICULARR A N I S O T R O P Y 

Magneticc materials and their properties have fascinated mankind ever since 

theirr first discovery, and remain a rich and complex field of physics. The house-

holdd example of a needle being attracted by the tip of a pair of scissors has an 

originn in quantum mechanical exchange interactions, but its strength depends 

alsoo on the elemental composition and the crystalline microstructure of the ma-

terial,, and finally on the macroscopic shape of the needle and scissors alike. 

Inn this chapter we wil l outline these different factors in order to describe the 

magnetismm displayed by the magnetic thin films that are the subject of most 

off  the studies in this thesis. We wil l illustrate the influence of the anisotropy, 

thicknesss and magnetic history on the domain state for amorphous Gdi_.vFe.v 

thinn films. We then introduce a continuous 1-dimensional model that describes 

thee behavior of 'weak-stripe' domains in applied in-plane fields along the stripe 

direction.. In the last section the problem of stripe nucleation is discussed. The 

phenomenologyy and theory of magnetic domains presented here is meant to 

providee a basis for the analysis of the magnetic diffraction data. For a recent 

andd comprehensive source of information on the study of magnetic domains 

wee refer to the book by Hubert and Schaf er [31], and the references therein. 
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2.11 Energetics of a ferromagnet 
Whenn atoms join up in a solid, the atomic orbitals overlap to form bonds. Ex-

changee interactions between neighboring atoms tend to align the spins of their 

valencee electrons either parallel or anti-parallel. If strong enough, this interac-

tionn can overcome thermal agitation, giving rise to (anti)-ferromagnetic order 

wheree all neighboring spins are (anti-)parallel [31, 32, 33]. The exchange energy 

densitydensity involved is written as /l(grad m)2, where A is the exchange stiffness 

constantt and m is the local unit magnetization vector [34]. 

AA second effect of the bonding process is that the spherical symmetry of the 
atomm is broken. The orbital motion of the electrons around the atom adapts it-
selff  to this configuration, aligning the corresponding orbital magnetic moment 
too some lattice directions. The spin-orbit interaction then also orients the elec-
tronn spins in certain, called easy, directions, that have a lower energy than other, 
hard,hard, directions. For systems with uniaxial crystal symmetry, the corresponding 
anisotropyanisotropy energy density involved in rotating the moment away from the easy 
2-axiss can be written as KH(1 - m2), where Ku is the uniaxial anisotropy con-
stant. . 

Thee exchange and anisotropy energies alone would lead to a uniform magne-
tizationn throughout the object, with all atomic moments aligned along the easy 
direction.. A finite object however would set up a large stray field in its sur-
roundingss originating from the magnetic free poles at its surfaces. The corre-
spondingg magneto-static dipolar energy or shape anisotropy energy can be obtained 
byy integrating the magnetic energy inside the object, or Es = - fv dV\iiQHd  M, 
wheree Hd is the demagnetizing field, M the magnetization vector and ^0 the 
vacuumm magnetic permeability. 

Finally,, an applied field H, acting on the magnetization, gives an energy density 
- / ioHH  M. The total energy of an uniaxial ferromagnet now can be written as 
[31,, 35] 

EtotEtot = jv[A(grad m)2 + K„(l  - m2) - fi0H  M - - p0H d  M]dV. (2.1) 

Notee that we have neglected the internal and external magneto-elastic energies 
thatt are negligible in the systems studied here. 
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Thee magnetic configuration in the object is given by the local magnetic energy 

minimumm that the system can reach. For instance, the magnetization may break 

upp in two or more domains of different (opposite) directions in order to reduce 

thee stray field energy [35]. The formation of domains also creates domain walls 

wheree the magnetization rotates from one direction to the other at the expense 

off  the exchange- and anisotropy energies. For the most general case, a 180° Block 

wall,wall, it is easy to show that the specific surface energy of the wall is 7 = \JAKU 

andd that it is characterized by a width 0  ̂— 7iy/A/Ku [31, 36], which is of the 

orderr of a few nm for hard (high Ku) materials and up to 50 nm or more for soft 

magneticc materials. 

Thee detailed microscopic magnetic structure can be found by solving m(r) from 
thee complete set of micromagnetic equations that follow from (2.1) [31, 37]. 
Thesee expressions cannot be solved analytically and require elaborate numer-
icall  methods. However, simplified quasi 2-dimensional models can be solved 
analytically,, as wil l be discussed in section 2.3. 

Itt should always be remembered that in any real material micro- to nanomet-

ricc defects that disrupt the exchange interactions wil l tend to pin the magnetic 

domainss and domain walls. This pinning leads to magnetic hysteresis: the do-

mainn distribution and hence the total magnetization depends on the magnetic 

history,, such as direction of the applied magnetic field and its sweep rate. The 

analyticall  or computational micromagnetic methods therefore only work in suf-

ficientlyy homogeneous static systems. 

Wee wil l now focus on the simple geometries presented by thin films. A uniform 

magnetizationn perpendicular to the film plane would cost a shape anisotropy 

energyy penalty proportional to the square of the magnetization Ks — \}IQM2. 

Thee necessity to avoid large free poles therefore tends to orient the magnetiza-

tionn in the film plane, as indicated in Fig. 2.1-A. However, thin film deposition 

techniquess make it possible to grow films that have a perpendicular uniaxial 

anisotropyy Ku where the easy axis is along the sample normal, favoring an out-

of-planee magnetization as shown in Fig. 2.1-B. 

Kittell  [38] showed that the competition between these two anisotropics can lead 

too a configuration with alternating up- and down, or stripe domains, Fig. 2.1-C. 

Suchh an arrangement reduces the stray field of the film while most of the layer 
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Figuree 2.1: Domain states in a magnetic thin film, (A) uniform in-plane (B) uniform out-

of-plane,, (C) alternating up and down, (D) flux closed state with closure, the internal 

liness denote domain walls. (E) and (F) represent a continuously varying magnetization 

withoutt (E) and with closure (F), grey indicates regions with in-plane magnetization. 
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iss perpendicularly magnetized. Kittel realized that such an open structure still 

hass free magnetic poles, which can be avoided by the creation of surface closure 

domains,domains, as drawn in Fig. 2.1-D, but at the cost of anisotropy energy. Fig. 2.1-

EE and -F show slightly more realistic models that take into account the finite 

widthh of the domain walls. 

Thee most important parameter determining the state of magnetic thin films is 
thereforee the ratio between the magneto-crystalline anisotropy and the magneto-
staticc energy or quality factor Q — Ku/Ks. For Q < 1 and in the absence of an 
externall  field, a uniform in-plane magnetization can exist only for films that are 
thinnerr than a critical thickness DCT [31, 38]. As we discuss below, in all other 
casess an out-of-plane domain state is favored and regular stripe patterns may 
bee formed when the dipolar energy becomes strong enough. 

Stripess and bubbles have been studied in detail in the 60's and 70's in gar-

nett and ferrite films because of their potential for data storage [39]. The de-

faultt tool was Kerr microscopy, since it allows direct observation of stripes in 

highh applied fields [40]. With the advent of magnetic force microscopy (MFM) 

domainss in magnetic thin films can be studied routinely with 40 nm resolu-

tionn [41, 42]. Even better resolution has recently been achieved by spin po-

larizedd scanning tunnel microscopy (SP-STM)[43, 44], scanning electron mi-

croscopyy with polarization analysis (SEMPA) [45] and photo emission electron 

microscopyy (PEEM)[46,13], which allow the direct observation of domain walls. 

Thesee techniques measure either the stray field of the domains (MFM) or the 

magnetizationn of the surface atoms. The magnetization profile of the film in-

tegratedd over its thickness can be obtained from transmission electron Lorentz 

microscopyy [47, 48] but none of these techniques can resolve the 3-D domain 

structuress inside the film. Also the application of magnetic fields is difficult. 

Neww x-ray techniques such as resonant scattering and microscopy are interest-

ingg for domain studies since they are, like Kerr microscopy, photon-in photon-

outt techniques, not influenced by the applied field. The resolution, in principle, 

iss only limited by the wavelength of the light, 1 A for hard x rays and 1 nm for 

softt x rays. In parallel with this thesis work, Fischer et al. have shown that soft 

x-rayy transmission microscopy combined with resonant dichroism and birefrin-

gencee effects can be used to image the bulk domain structure in thin films with 

aa resolution of 25 nm [12, 13] in applied magnetics fields, x-ray scattering, in-
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troducedd recently, adds depth sensitivity in the reflection geometry [18] and the 

possibilityy to separate the three components of the magnetization, as wil l be 

discussedd in Chapter 5. 

2.22 Domains in Gdi_^Fex thin film s 

Inn amorphous Gdi ^Fe*  thin films the Fe and Gd magnetic sublattices align 

anti-parallell  [49, 50], causing the net magnetic moment M to vary strongly with 

x.x. They show a growth-induced out-of-plane magneto-crystalline anisotropy 

KKl{l{  [50, 51, 52], the origin of which has been linked to the microstructure of the 

materiall  [53], and to preferential ordering during deposition [54, 55], probably 

inducedd by a magnetic surface anisotropy. The resulting anisotropy depends 

onn growth parameters such as the temperature, pressure and the deposition 

method. . 

Thee anisotropy and magnetization are the two parameters that determine the 

qualityy factor Q and it is their tunability that make these systems an excellent 

modell  system for domain studies. In fact, at a particular composition the Gd 

andd Fe sublattice magnetization cancel each other. For our MBE-grown sam-

pless this compensation composition is xc — 0.76 at room temperature. Here 

thee demagnetizing energy vanishes and Q has a singularity. We have grown a 

largee number of Gdi_xFex samples with 0 < x < 1 and different thicknesses 

rangingg from 20 nm to 1 pim. The films were prepared by electron beam co-

evaporationn at room temperature and a pressure of < 5 x 10~9 mbar on Si and 

Si3N44 substrates. The Gd and Fe deposition rates were monitored by quartz 

balancess and the composition and thickness were regularly checked for con-

sistencyy by Rutherford Back Scattering (RBS). This showed the composition to 

bee correct within 0.5% and the thickness within 5%. From x-ray diffraction we 

foundd that the samples were indeed amorphous. AFM measurements showed 

thatt the films were flat within 1 nm. 

Fig.. 2.2 shows examples of the magnetic domain structure as obtained by Mag-

neticc Force Microscopy. The top panels show, from left to right, out-of-plane 

domainss observed in 40 nm GdFe3, GdFe4 and GdFes thin films. The domain 

sizee is seen to change dramatically with composition from almost macroscopic 

onn the left to a truly nanoscopic disordered stripe state on the right. 
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Thee explanation can be found in the changes in the reduced anisotropy Q as a 

functionn of the composition. The GdFe3 composition (x — 0.75) is very close to 

thee compensation composition xc = 0.76 and therefore has a very small magne-

tization.. The domain wall energy wil l be large compared to the magneto-static 

termm in equation (2.1), hence large domains are favored. On increasing x be-

yondd xCl Q decreases and the domain size reduces accordingly, as is observed 

forr the GdFe4 and GdFes samples. 

InIn the absence of closure domains it can be shown that the magneto-static en-
ergyy is proportional to the reduced domain width w = W/D, the ratio between 
thee width of the domains W and the thickness of the film D. Smaller reduced 
widthss w decrease the magnetostatic energy but increase the domain wall den-
sityy and hence the total domain wall energy. Neglecting the interaction between 
thee free-poles on both sides of the film, Kittel predicted that the optimum stripe 
widthh is proportional to the square root of the thickness W <x >/D [38]. This is 
illustratedd in Fig. 2.2, middle row, which shows the domain configuration in 
GdFe22 thin films of 33 nm, 65 nm and 1 /mr. The corresponding domain periods 
off  140 nm, 210 nm and 810 nm follow the prediction reasonably well. 

Onn the bottom left, a typical labyrinth stripe pattern in a 40 nm GdFes thin film 

iss observed after out-of-plane demagnetization. In-plane demagnetization re-

sultss in a parallel stripe lattice (middle) that is 'aligned' with the field direction. 

InIn this case the average width of the stripes is reduced by ~ 20%. This larger 

stripee density indicates that the aligned system has a lower energy. Apparently, 

thee disordered state has a local energy minimum and the lower energy ordered 

statee could only be reached via a magnetization process. 

Too round off this phenomenology of typical domain morphologies, we show the 

bubblee domain structure of a 40 nm TT^.sGdn.sFegs thin film after in-plane de-

magnetization.. The magnetization and thickness are similar to the GdFes film, 

howeverr the much larger anisotropy due to Tb causes a completely different 

domainn pattern. Remarkably, the as-grown film has a domain structure similar 

too the disordered labyrinth pattern in the GdFes film. 

Thee abundant variety of domain morphologies at remanence raises the ques-

tionn how the domains evolve in applied fields. In-plane fields wil l tend to 
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Figuree 2.2: MFM images of magnetic domains in Gdi_xFeA thin films. Top panels: 

Compositionn dependence, for as-grown samples. Middle panels: Thickness depen-

dencee for GdFe2 films. Bottom panels: stripes in an out-of-plane (left) and in-plane 

(middle)) demagnetized GdFes film of 40 nm, on the right magnetic bubble state in an 

in-planee demagnetized TbGdFe thin film. 
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alignn all moments in the film plane, and can be thought of as enhancing the 
shapee anisotropy [31]. Perpendicular fields wil l favor the 'up' domains over 
thee 'down' domains or vice versa. In both cases, the stripe structure wil l adapt 
itselff  by rearranging domain walls. Even perfect films wil l show hysteresis due 
too topological effects in the correlated lattices [56]. The macroscopic magnetic 
behaviorr of the films in applied fields was characterized with magneto-optical 
Kerrr effect magnetometry (MOKE). Fig. 2.3 shows a typical example of the 
in-planee and out-of-plane magnetic hysteresis in a GdFes thin film that has out-
of-planee stripe domains at remanence, as shown in Fig. 2.2. 
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Figuree 2.3: Room temperature MOKE magnetization curves for a 40 nm GdFes thin film 
withh fields applied in the film plane or normal to it. The arrows indicate the domain 
nucleationn fields. 

2.33 A continuous 1-dimensional model 

Thee first systematic study of the evolution of stripe domains during an out-
of-planee magnetization loop was performed by Kooy and Enz using Faraday 
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microscopyy [40]. They developed a theory, which calculates the dipolar energy 

forr the stripe structure in terms of a 1-D square magnetization profile [40]. Al-

thoughh this model assumes a zero domain wall width, it predicted the shape of 

thee out-of-plane magnetization loop (Fig. 2.3) and the behavior of the stripe lat-

ticee remarkably well. Other authors extended the analysis to the case of bubble 

domainss [57] or developed similar analytical models for in-plane applied fields 

[58].. A 2-D model including surface domains was presented by Hubert [59], 

applicablee to out-of-plane as well as in-plane applied fields. 

Martyy et al. [60], combining ideas of Kaczer [61], Sukstanskii [62], and Druyve-

steynn [58], developed a model for in-plane applied fields that includes finite 

domainn wall widths, as schematically drawn in Fig. 2.1-E. As this model is rel-

evantt to the measurements discussed in Chapter 6, we discuss this model in 

somee more detail. The stripes are assumed to be perfectly parallel to the ap-

pliedd field H / /x and the magnetization is assumed to stay in the xz-plane and 

varyy only along the ^-direction. The advantage of this model is that the demag-

netizingg energy can still be expressed analytically, but it clearly excludes the 

formationn of closure regions towards the surface, as indicated in Fig. 2.1-F. 

Thee mz(y) magnetization is assumed to be given by a trial function s(y). Marty 

etet al. use the Jacobi sine function [63], originally proposed by Kaczer [61, 62,60], 

Thiss function is described by two independent parameters, the stripe width w 

andd a shape parameter a that determines the domain wall width and profile. 

Exampless of the Jacobi sine function for different a are given in Fig. 2.4. For 

0.88 < a < 1 this function closely resembles a bulk Bloch wall profile [31], which 

iss shown for comparison in Fig. 2.4. 

Besidess w and a, the maximum amplitude of the out-of-plane magnetization is 
treatedd as a separate variable 

mz(y)=sin{0o)s(j/),, (2.2) 

wheree 9Q is the maximum 'canting angle' of the magnetization with respect to 

thee film plane. It is assumed that the magnetization is continuous and of con-

stantt amplitude for all y. Since mv = 0 in this model it follows that mx{y)2 — 

11 — mz(y)2. The optimum m(y) is found by minimizing the total energy as 

givenn in eq. (2.1) with respect to 6Q, S and w and for a given in-plane applied 

field,, anisotropy and thickness of the film. 
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G=0.67 7 
—— a=0.99 
—— G=0 .9999 

- -- Bloch-Wall 

Figuree 2.4: Examples of the Jacobi sine function (SN) for different values of the shape 
2K(cO O 

parameterr a. The width W and a are defined here by s{y) =  where K is 
thee elliptic integral of the first kind. Dashed line: Bloch wall for a wall width S/W = 0.2. 

Fig.. 2.5 represents the phase diagram in the (Q, t) plane at zero field [60], where 

tt is the dimensionless reduced thickness defined as f D D 

vW^ ^ 
=,, with D the film 

thicknesss and A the exchange stiffness constant. Lines of constant stripe width 

ww and canting angle 90 are drawn. To the left of the critical line 90 = 0 the film 

iss single domain. Above the critical line domains exist with a canting angle that 

steeplyy increases with Q and t. 

Ass mentioned above, the model does not take into account the development of 

aa magnetic closure component towards the surface. Micromagnetic calculations 

[64]]  as well as soft x-ray magnetic scattering experiments [18] have shown that 

aa closure component does exist. Qualitatively, the model can be extended to 

includee closure by allowing the in-plane magnetic component of the domain 

walll  to twist in the y-direction, as sketched in Fig. 2.1-F. The validity of this 

approachh wil l be discussed in more detail later. 

2.44 Stripe nucleation 

Stripee nucleation, either close to the critical thickness or in the presence of ap-

pliedd fields, has been theoretically investigated by several authors [31, 40, 65]. 

Inn the case of out-of-plane applied fields [40], nucleation of reverse domains is 

aa first order process, accompanied by a sharp break in the magnetization, as 
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Figuree 2.5: Phase diagram in the Q-t plane. Shown are lines of constant canting angle 0O 

andd lines of constant reduced width w. The solid line marks the transition from stripes 
too uniform magnetization. Taken from ref. [60]. 

cann be seen in Fig. 2.3. For in-plane fields the transition is second order like, 
involvingg a gradual increase of the canting angle and the nucleation point is 
hardd to distinguish. In the latter case, the full micromagnetic equations can be 
linearizedd and a rigorous analytical solution exists [31,65]. The complete math-
ematicall  treatment is discussed in [31], here we mention the salient points of the 
analysis. . 

Abovee saturation all moments are forced to align parallel to the field. At the nu-
cleationn field Hcr a small out-of-plane undulation of the magnetization appears 
butt the in-plane component mx along the stripe direction can still be taken as 
constant.. From the calculations it is found that m„  and mz follow a sinusoidal 
profilee along y: 

mmzz = A(z) cos(w) (2.3) 

mmyy = B(z) sin(//y), (2.4) 
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Figuree 2.6: Calculated 2-D magnetization profiles at nucleation for different reduced 
appliedd fields h and Q. The solid curves indicate the amplitudes of my and m2 normal-
izedd to the maximum of the vertical component mz. Taken from ref. [31]. 

wheree }i  is the wave number. Examples of the internal magnetic structure for 

differentt values of Q and reduced applied field h ,»ii i HM M 
Ku u 

att the corresponding 

criticall  thickness are given in Fig. 2.6. For low anisotropy (Q << 1) a fully flux 

closedd structure is found. For intermediate anisotropy Q « 1 an open pattern 

iss obtained that becomes almost 1-dimensional for Q = 1. The solid lines that 

aree drawn from top to bottom in these figures indicate the amplitudes A(z) and 

B(z),B(z), normalized to the maximum of A(z). These lines show that the out-of-

planee component has maximum amplitude in the center of the film whilst the 

closuree component is maximum at the surfaces. 

Inn Chapter 6 we present measurements of the critical values of field Hcr, period 
PPcrcr and thickness Dcr at stripe nucleation for different samples. The rigorous 
nucleationn theory [31] relates these parameters to the anisotropy factor Q and 
exchangee stiffness A. For later reference we show in Fig. 2.7 the reduced criti-

call  thickness dcr 
Dcr Dcr andd the reduced inverse width l/wcr as a function 

2ny/A/K„ 2ny/A/K„ 

off  the anisotropy Q for different in-plane reduced fields h. For comparison we 
havee also drawn the critical line for h = 0 as found by Marty, and shown in 
Fig.. 2.5. It resembles the rigorous result reasonably well for values of Q > 0.7. 
Inn combination with the magnetization profiles in Fig. 2.6 this suggests that for 
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valuess of Q sa 1, as valid for the samples studied in this thesis, a 1-D continuous 
descriptionn of the stripe domains is appropriate. 
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Figuree 2.7: The critical thickness dcr for stripe formation (left) and the corresponding 
inversee critical stripe width w^1 (right) as a function of Q for different applied in-plane 
fieldss h along the stripe direction. Bold line: critical line at zero field for the continuous 
1-DD model of Marty. Adapted from ref. [31] 
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3.11 Introductio n 
Lightt propagating through a medium scatters when the refractive index of that 

mediumm is modulated on a length scale comparable with the wavelength of the 

light.. In this thesis we describe resonant x-ray magnetic scattering experiments, 

wheree the atomic susceptibility and hence the refractive index depends strongly 

onn the direction of the magnetization. We first review the classical, macroscopic, 

descriptionn of light propagation in a magnetized medium, obtained from the so-

lutionss of Maxwell's equations. We discuss solutions in terms of the refractive 

indexx for propagation parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic field. The con-

nectionn between the macroscopic refractive index and the microscopic atomic 

scatteringg amplitude follows from the optical theorem. The resonant contribu-

tionn to the atomic scattering amplitude is worked out for electric dipole tran-

sitionss and we give a description of the far-field scattered intensity in terms of 

thee single scattering approximation. 
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3.22 Magneto-optic theory 

3.2.11 Light propagation in a magnetic medium 

Inn this section we wil l derive the wave equation of light in a uniform magne-
tizedd medium. We base ourselves on Jackson [66], Landau and Lifshitz [67] and 
inn particular D.Y. Smith [68, 69, 70], where more details can be found. The mag-
netizationn of the medium implies an anisotropy in the electron spins and orbits. 
Ass a result the linear response of the medium to an incident electromagnetic 
wavee is anisotropic. In the dipolar approximation the constitutive relations that 
describee this response are 

DD = ÉQE + P (3.1) 

BB = ^ ( H + M), (3.2) 

withh E and D the electric- field and displacement and H and B the magnetic 
fieldd and induction. e0 and fiQ are the electric permittivity and magnetic per-
meabilityy in vacuum. P is the polarization of the medium due to the incident 
fieldd E. For the response to the varying magnetic field of the propagating wave 
wee wil l assume that at optical or higher frequencies the magnetic permeability 
}i{to)}i{to)  = HQ, but we do not exclude a static magnetization M of the medium, 
hencee dB/df = fi0dH/dt. 

Forr rapidly varying fields, the polarization vector P{f) at time t not only de-
pendss on E(f) but on E at all earlier times 

/*OQ Q 

p ( 0 = yy e0h(T)E(r-r)rfT, (3.3) 

wheree h(r) is the response function. Expanding P(f) as a Fourier integral and 
applyingg the convolution theorem to the Fourier transforms #(a?) of h{t) and 
E(o>)) of E(t) we obtain 

/

COO / -0O 

P(w)e-P(w)e-lu,tlu,tdu)=du)= / eox{u>)E{a>)e-iu,tdu>, (3.4) 
-ooo 7 - co 

wheree x is the susceptibility tensor describing the material properties. Similarly 

/

ooo „00 

U{w)e-U{w)e-luftluftdcü=dcü= / eQll+x(u)M^)e-u,tdtü (3.5) 
-ooo J - oo 

andd we find a linear relation for the Fourier transforms E(a?) and D(a;) 
D(ü>)) = e0( l+X)-E(a; ). (3.6) 
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Forr a plane electromagnetic wave of energy hco in an absorbing medium the 

spatiall  and temporal dependence are given by the propagation factor c',a' ,+k' r ), 

wheree the complex wavevector k = ki + ik2. The real part ki is a vector par-

allell  to the propagation direction of the wave, describing its phase, whereas the 

imaginaryy part k2 is a vector normal to the planes of equal intensity describing 

thee absorption of the propagating wave. For a homogeneous wave k! = k2, oth-

erwisee ki ^ k2, a situation encountered when the wave is obliquely incident on 

aa surface. 

Substitutingg equation (3.6) into the Maxwell equations, 

V x EE - ~ (3.7) 
at at 

V x HH = ^ (3.8) 

andd taking derivatives with respect to time and space coordinates for the prop-

agationn factor given above we find 

W}IQH(W)W}IQH(W) = k x E(a>) (3.9) 

weweQQK{ü))E{w)K{ü))E{w) = - k x H(a»), (3.10) 

wheree we have used Fourier expansions for H(t), D(t), E(t) and introduced the 

relativee dielectric tensor K = 1 + \. Rearranging and combining (3.9) and (3.10) 

thee wave equation is obtained: 

CVCV22/C/C22KE(UJ)KE(UJ) = k x (E(a>) x k) - k2E{co) - [k • E(u>)]k, (3.11) 

withh c the speed of light in vacuum c = 1 / y/jïöëQ. Defining a vector 

nn = k/{u>/c) (3.12) 

wee rewrite (3.11) as a set of three linear homogeneous equations for the three 

componentss of E 
{n{n22ööikik - ntnk - Kik}Ek(u)) = 0. (3.13) 

Followingg Einstein's convention we implicitly assume the summation over equal 

indices.. The compatibility condition for this set of equations is that the deter

minantt of coefficients vanishes: 

det|«2^jtt - n[)ik - Kjk\ — 0. (3.14) 
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Forr a system with cubic symmetry or higher and with uniform magnetization 

alongg the direction m / /z the relative dielectric tensor is of the form [67, 71] 

0 \ \ 
(3.15) ) KK — 

: : 

Ann intuitive interpretation of this expression follows from the classical response 
off  a free electron in a static magnetic field along z to an applied electric field. For 
E(o>)) along x or y the electron starts to oscillate along x or y. The corresponding 
Lorentzz force that is exerted on the moving electron is then proportional either 
too x x z = - y or y x z = x, explaining the anti-symmetric off-diagonal tensor 
elements. . 

Forr this K, (3.14) has two eigenvalues n\ and n\ for each propagation direc-
tionn k. The eigenvectors found from (3.13) then correspond to two orthogonal 
polarizationn vectors ê,„, with m = 1,2, usually describing elliptical polarized 
modes.. In analogy with the refractive index n in an isotropic medium defined 
byy n2 — K = 1 + x the refractive indices nm for these proper modes are defined 
as s 

nnmm — em,ie™,jKij  — 1 + êm,i*m,jXij-  (3.16) 

Wee explicitly give the solutions of (3.13) and (3.15) for the high symmetry situ-
ationss where k is either parallel or perpendicular to m, which are important in 
thee determination of the resonant optical constants described in the next chap-
ter. . 

Forr k / / m we obtain from (3.14) 

n\=n\= KXX  iKxy = 1 + xxx  iXxy (3.17) 

Substitutionn of this result into equation (3.13) gives for the electric field Ex/Ev -
 and the corresponding proper modes are left and right circularly polarized 

planee waves 

00 = -=EQ{w)e «z-wl 

v 2 2 
VV o ) 

EE00(cü)e^(cü)e^nn^^zz-^ë-^ë  (3.18) 

wheree /CQ = LO/C. 
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Similarlyy for m we find 

v-22 _i_ j , 2 

n\n\ = «JlZJ^L  (3.19) 

" / // = *zz, (3.20) 

and d 

n / / / 

wheree _L (//) labels linear polarization perpendicular (parallel) to m. Taking for 

thee propagation direction k = y, the proper modes are 

E / ;; = £0(a ;y( " / / ^ - a' f ) 0 | (3.21) 

11 \ 

KKoo J 
(3.22) ) 

3.2.22 Refractive index: dispersion relations in a magnetic me-
dium m 

Sincee for x rays the complex refractive index is close to 1, for a non-magnetic 
mediumm it is written as 

nn = l-Ö{u>) + ip{u>). (3.23) 

\\ — &  and jS are related to the frequency dependent dispersion and absorption in 
thee medium. Based on causality arguments it can be shown that, for an isotropic 
medium,, the real and imaginary parts of the refractive index are related by the 
Kramers-Kronigg relations [72, 73]: 

ó{u>)ó{u>) = --P / " W o / f?
(a/)

? (3.24) 
TCTC JO iO!l  -CO1 

mm =  2-^Pr^4«l-2 (3.25) 
nn Jo coa - CO2 

wheree the P stands for the Cauchy principal part of the integral. 

Inn the presence of a magnetic field, time reversal symmetry is broken: both the 

directionss of time and the magnetic field need to be reversed for particles to 
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retracee their trajectories. As pointed out by D.Y. Smith [68, 70] the Kramers-

Kronigg relations do no longer hold for the circular polarization modes  in 

thee form of (3.24), but a very similar set of equations can be derived relating 

thee absorption to the dispersion for propagation parallel to the magnetization 

directionn [68, 70] and 

M")+M")) = i (3.26) 
nn Jo to11 -co1 

M")-M«)) = - h p f ^ M t y . (3.27) 
nn Jo to'1 — coz 

Noticee that in (3.27) to and to' change role with respect to (3.24) and (3.26). For 
thee linear modes the Kramers-Kronig relations hold and we find equations sim-
ilarr to (3.24) and (3.26) 

^ MM + i .M = ->P ["towMZQ+Ê^l (3.28) 
^^  7T ,/0 COu — CO1 

^ M - M » )) = -ip r iu/a/t^qzÉ^i ,3.29) 
""  TT Jo COu - tOz 

3.33 Polarization dependent resonant magnetic scat-
tering g 

Inn the microscopic description of x-ray scattering the atomic scattering tensor f 

givess the differential cross section for an atom to scatter a wave with wavevector 

kk and polarization ê into a wave with wavevector k' and polarization ê' [71] 

^ ( k , k ' , M ' )) = |roê'*-f-ê|2, (3.30) 

wheree — TQ is the free electron scattering length. 

Forr high energy photons, the electrons in the atom can be considered free and 

thee scattering amplitude is proportional to the atomic number Z. At lower en-

ergiess one has to take into account that the electrons are bound by the nucleus. 

Classically,, the response of such bound electrons to a harmonic driving field 

iss that of a damped harmonic oscillator, with a resonance frequency cos and a 

dampingg constant Y. The elements of the scattering tensor can be written as 

ff!! j(co)=öj(co)=öljlj f°+f;f°+f; jj + if", (3.31) ) 
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wheree ƒ is the isotropic free electron term proportional to the atomic number 

Z.. Summed over all the 'oscillators', f' is the dispersion correction and f" ac-

countss for the corresponding energy dependent dissipation of energy. 

Inn a quantum-mechanics description the resonance frequency is associated with 

thee energy difference £,; — Ea between the ground state of the system \a) and 

ann excited state \t]). This is drawn schematically for the Gd M45 (3d —+ Af) and 

Fee L23 (2p —*  3d) dipole transitions in Fig. 3.1. On the left an atomic multi-

plett description as applicable to the Gd M45 edge is shown. The resonance is 

betweenn the atomic ground state \}M) of the 4 /7 configuration and the dipole 

allowedd multiplet states \}'M')  of the core-level excited 3d94/8 configuration, 

withh ƒ and M the total angular and magnetic quantum numbers. In the elastic 

scatteringg event the initial and final states are exactly the same. Quasi-elastic 

transitionss are indicated by the dashed arrow, which contribute ~ 5% to the 

resonantt cross section [74] but are ignored in this thesis. The polarization state 

off  the photons, indicated by q — 0 for linear polarization and q = 1 for cir-

cularr polarization, is transferred to the excited state. Only transitions for which 

AMM = q are allowed, hence the transition probability depends on the direction 

off  the quantization axis. 

Onn the right the single-particle description applicable to the Fe L23 transition 

iss illustrated. Here an electron from the 2p shell resonates with the 3d valence 

band.. In this picture, the angular momentum of the incident photon q = 0, 1 

cann be transferred to the photo-excited 2p core electron through the spin-orbit 

coupling,, provided it originates from a spin-orbit split level [75]. For circularly 

polarizedd light photoelectrons of opposite spins are created for the two helic-

itiess since these transfer opposite angular momentum. The spin-split valence 

bandd now acts as a 'detector' for the direction of the photoelectron spin and the 

resonantt cross section depends on the relative orientation of the photon angular 

momentumm with respect to the magnetization axis of the polarized 3rf-band. 

3.3.11 Resonant electric dipole scattering 

Thee important x-ray resonances in this thesis are the Gd M45 and Fe L23 electric 

dipolee transitions (£1). In this case the resonant scattering amplitude is given 
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Figuree 3.1: Resonant x-ray scattering in the atomic multiplet (left) and single-particle 
(right)) descriptions as applicable to the Gd M45 and Fe L2,3 edges. 

byy [11] 

rr00KK M = -\ 

AAee)) f£'w(c)*f £ Y ^ ( k ' ) Y ^ ( k ) . ê ] F ^ ( o ; ) ) (3.32) ) 

wheree i[ M are vector spherical harmonics and the ê, ê', k and k' are the unit 
vectorss corresponding to polarization modes and wavevectors of the incident 
andd scattered waves. The transition matrix element F^(cv) is the energy de-
pendentt amplitude of the resonance and is determined by the radial distribu-
tionn functions of the initial and final states 

'p'pltltpptttt(t])T(t])T xx(uMt])/T(Ti)\ (uMt])/T(Ti)\ 
* & ( « ) ) L L x(oc,tj) x(oc,tj) 

(3.33) ) 

Here,, pK is the probability to find the ion existing in the initial state \a). \rj)  is the 

excitedd state with pK(rj)  the probability that it is vacant for transition from \a). 

TTxx gives the partial line width for dipole radiative decay from \i])  to \oc), T(rj) is 

thee total width for \tj) determined by all radiative and non radiative decay pro-

cessess for \rj). In the resonant denominator, x{a,rj) — (£^ — Ea —hco)/(T(r])/2) 

iss the deviation from resonance in units of T/2. For photon energy hcv = 

Enn — Ea, the divergence of this term causes a strong enhancement of the scatter-

ingg amplitude. 
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Thee factor ê'*  • Y^(Ê/ )Y^*(k) • ê gives the angular dependence and equation 

(3.32)) can be reduced to [11] 

ffElEl = (ê'* • ê)f(0) - i(ê'* x ê) • mfC) + (ê'* • m)(ê • m ) F ^ , (3.34) 

wheree m is the direction of the quantization axis defined here as the direction 

off the local magnetic moment of the ion and 

f(1)) = ^ [ F l l " f l " l ] ( 3 3 5 ) 

F (2)) = ^ [ 2 F i o - f n - f i - i ] 

aree linear combinations of the atomic oscillator strengths (3.33) for dipole scat

tering. . 

Forr comparison of the microscopic scattering amplitude with the macroscopic 

dielectricc tensor it is convenient to reformulate (3.34) in tensor notation: 

f{è',è)f{è',è) = ê?êjfij = è'*-t-è, (3.36) 

wheree for (3.34) the elements ƒ,ƒ of the rank 2 tensor f are given by 

fijfij  = (f° + F{0))*ij  ~ i€ijkmkFM + mimjFW (3.37) 

withh eij  ̂the Levi-Civita symbol and where we have added the free electron 

factorr f° to the resonant terms /E\ • 

3.3.22 Refractive index and forward scattering amplitude 

Forr the specific case of an atom quantized along 2,111= (0,0,1) we find 

7°° + F(°> -iF™  0 \ 
lFlF WW /0 + f (0) o 

00 0 f + F^+F^J 
(3.38) ) 

whichh is an anti-symmetric tensor of the form of the dielectric tensor (3.15) 

foundd on basis of symmetry arguments for a macroscopic medium magnetized 

alongg z in the dipole approximation. Indeed it can be shown that in general 

[66,, 67] 
Xij(co)Xij(co) = Z*ÏWfij{ü,)t ( 3 3 9 ) 
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Tablee 3.1: Scattering cross sections for the proper polarization modes for propagation 
parallell  and perpendicular to m. 

m / /k k 
e  = ) 

/ + ( a > ) = /00 + F(°>(a>)-F(1)(t 

/ _ ( a > ) = /00 + F(°)(a>) + Ft1>(f 

k k 

ê/// = (0,0,1) 

ê  = (0,1,0) 

A(aO=/uu + F a; ; 

wheree p the number density of scatterers. 

Equationn (3.39) connects the microscopic properties to the macroscopic prop-

ertiess of the medium and we can now express the refractive index nm for the 

properr propagation modes m in terms of the forward atomic scattering ampli-

tudess ƒ„„  for k' = k. In that case ê = ê' — ê,„, and ƒ,„  is defined as 

ffmm=f+f'=f+f'mm + if"l = ^mfii{w). (3.40) ) 

Thee f„i for the linear and circular polarized proper modes of section 3.2.1 are 
listedd in Table 3.1. 

Combinationn of (3.39) and (3.40) with (3.16) gives 

lnrlnrQQp p 
nnmm{co) {co) 11 - kk2 2 f» f» (3.41) ) 

Sincee 6 and f> are small n2 can be approximated by n2 = 1 — 20 + lift, so that 

2npr2npr00 f„ 
Jm Jm kk2 2 

2n2nPPrr00 ( f0 

(3.42) ) 

(3.43) ) 

Itt then follows that f° + f'm and f^ can be determined from the phase, respec-

tivelyy the amplitude of a propagating plane wave in a uniformly magnetized 

medium.. Furthermore, since the real and imaginary parts of the refractive in-

dexx are related via the dispersion relations as given in section 3.2.2 it is sufficient 

too measure either f$m or Sm directly. 

3.3.33 Single scattering 

Soo far we have discussed the propagation of light in a uniformly magnetized me-

dium.. In a system where the magnetization is inhomogeneous a propagating 
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planee wave wil l be modulated in phase and amplitude. Here a description of 

thee resulting far field diffracted intensity is given in the framework of the single 

scatteringg theory. 

Withinn the first order Born approximation we take for the amplitude and phase 

off  the incident wave at position r that of the vacuum plane wave Eo?'k r. The 

scatteredd field ES(R) at a position R due an atom at position r with magnetiza-

tionn m(r), as indicated in Fig. 3.2, is then given by [67, 76] 

ES(R)) = —^~i{m{t))E0e-i{k'-k)-Teik'R. (3.44) 

Thee factor e~'(k k^r describes the phase of the wave scattered at r with respect 
too the wave scattered at the origin O. 

Integratingg over the scattering volume and with pa(t) the density of scatterers 
wee get in the far field limit , R > > rm, 

ES(R)) = Z l ^ jvdrpa(r)f(m(r))E0e-^ (3.45) 

wheree we have introduced the momentum transfer q — k' — k and it is implic-

itl yy assumed that a wave scattered at r propagates undisturbed. For the thin 

filmss discussed in this thesis p„ is constant on the length scale probed in the 

scatteringg experiment and only the r dependent magnetization direction m(r) 

needss to be taken into account. Equation (3.45) expresses the familiar result 

thatt the scattered field (3.45) is the Fourier transform of the scattering density 

pfl f(m(r)). . 

3.3.44 Polarization space 

Sincee the polarization vector is normal to k for the incident wave and to k' for 

thee scattered wave, the tensor f can be expressed in terms of the 2-dimensional 

spacee of the polarization planes. A common choice for the basis vectors that 

spann these planes are the linear polarization vectors parallel and perpendicular 

too the scattering plane spanned by k and k': A = {o~,7t} and A' = {&',ft'} as 

illustratedd in Fig. 3.3. This was worked out by Hil l and McMorrow [77]. They 

wrotee the scattering tensor as a 2 x 2 matrix. The matrix elements bring out the 

polarizationn dependence and directly give the amplitudes for scattering &-+ &', 
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(R-r) ) 

\\ k' 

Figuree 3.2: Single scattering approximation: The incident field with wavevector k is 

scatteredd by an atom at r into the direction k'. In the far field the spherical scattered 

wavess may be approximated by a plane wave if R >> L and the field at R can be 

integratedd over the scattering volume as explained in the text. 

d"—*ft',d"—*ft', ft^ft' and 7T—> cr'. Formally the transformation can be writ ten as 

/A'AA - è'\'èJi (3.46) ) 

wheree the basis vectors ê\ act as transformation matrices projecting the 3-dimensional 

physicall  space onto the 2-dimensional polarization space labelled by the indices 

AA and A' [71]. 

Inn the limi t of small-angle scattering we may approximate the scattering am-

pl i tudee by that for forward scattering f (k = k ' ). For the specific case of light 

incidentt along z and taking for the polarization basis A = A' = {x , y}  the scat-

teringg matrix is given by 

f(r )) = r ° ] ( / ° + F(0))+  ° ~iMf' \00 1 W Wmz(r) 0 

mm22
xx{r) {r) 

mmxx(t)m(t)myy( ( 

mmxx{r)m{r)myy{r) {r) 

ml(x) ml(x) 
(3.47) ) 
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CT' CT' 

Figuree 3.3: Scattering geometry, indicated are the incident, k, and scattered k' wavevec-
torss and the corresponding linear polarization vectors parallel, ft and ft', and perpen-
dicular,, & and &', to the scattering plane. 

Thiss expression shows explicitly that the F(1) term is sensitive to the magnetiza-

tionn along k whereas the F(2) term is sensitive to products of the magnetization 

componentss in the polarization plane. 
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4 4 
DETERMINATIONN OF THE 

RESONANTT MAGNETO-OPTICAL 

CONSTANTSS AT THE GD M 4 5 

AN DD FE L2/3 EDGES 

Inn the previous chapter it was shown that the resonant magnetic scattering am-

plitudee consists of three terms. Each term is the product of an angular depen-

dentt factor describing the geometry and an atomic resonant factor F(0 ), F(1) or 

FF{2{2\\ which depends on the radial distribution function of the core level elec-

tronn and the valence electrons involved in the resonance. For the quantitative 

interpretationn of resonant scattering experiments, knowledge of the F{"] is es-

sential.. Since these are complex numbers whose real and imaginary parts are 

connectedd by Kramers-Kronig transforms, it suffices to measure either one of 

thesee parts directly. The real part can be obtained by measuring the resonant 

diffractionn or reflection angles of multilayers [78, 79] or thin films [80] or from 

measurementss of the Faraday effect [81, 82, 83] (the rotation of the polarization 

anglee in transmission). The latter requires multilayer polarizers which are not 

readilyy available. 

Ass wil l be shown in this chapter, the imaginary part can be obtained in a con-

ceptuallyy more straightforward way from the polarization-dependent absorp-

tionn spectra measured on thin films in transmission. A number of groups have 

triedd this approach in the soft x-ray range [84, 85, 86, 87]. However it is compli-
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catedd by the high absorption cross sections, which require extremely thin sam-

pless and supports, with concomitant difficulties in knowing the thickness with 

sufficientt precision and in producing sufficiently homogeneous samples. As we 

wil ll  show, the availability of modern high transmission supports now enables 

onee to overcome these difficulties and we use this method to obtain high quality 

dataa for the optical constants of Gd]_YFe.v thin films around the Gd M4/5 and Fe 

L2/33 edges. 

Thee reliability of these optical constants wil l be demonstrated by comparison 
off  the scattering cross section calculated from these absorption data with the 
measuredd scattered intensity of the magnetic stripe lattices in the same sam-
ples.. In describing the scattered intensity two points of view can be taken: the 
macroscopicc description in terms of a space modulated refractive index, or a de-
scriptionn in terms of the atomic scattering amplitude. The usefulness of the first 
iss limited, since as discussed in the previous chapter the refractive index is only 
definedd for proper propagation modes in homogeneous regions and is difficult 
too apply to more complicated magnetic structures. We choose however to use 
thiss description in this chapter in order to clarify the role of dichroic attenuation 
andd birefringence. 

4.11 Experimental 

Puree Gd and amorphous Gd.rFei_x magnetic thin films were grown and char-

acterizedd as described in Chapter 2. Thicknesses where chosen to give approx-

imatelyy l/e absorption using calculated cross sections from Thole [3]. As sup-

portss we used 100 nm thick commercially available Si3N4 TEM windows, which 

havee a transmission of ~95% at the Gd M4/5 and ~85% at the Fe L2/3 energy. 

Typicall  window dimensions were 0.5x0.5 mm2. The ex situ prepared films were 

cappedd with a 2 nm Al protection layer in order to prevent oxidation. 

Transmissionn experiments were performed during several runs at beamline ID08 

[88]]  at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF). This beamline is 

equippedd with two Apple II undulators, optimized for polarization dependent 

softt x-ray spectroscopies. The photon energy is tunable between 0.4 and 1.6 

keVV and the polarization can be controlled such that the x rays are either 100 

%% left/right circularly polarized or vertical/horizontal linearly polarized. The 
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'Dragon'' type spherical grating monochromator has a best energy resolution 

closee to 4p = 5 • 1CT4 at 850 eV. For the present experiment at 1200 eV the ex

perimentall resolution was estimated to be 0.3 eV. A vertical re-focusing mirror, 

whichh is used for harmonic rejection, focuses the beam to a minimum vertical 

sizee of 40 }im at the sample position. The horizontal width is typically 600 }im, 

determinedd by a horizontal focusing mirror. 

r*^®--
transmission n 
grid d 

mirror r 

II vertical/ 
horizontall slits 

beam beam 

Figuree 4.1: Schematic experimental layout for the transmission experiment. The pho-
todiodee can be translated and intercepts either the scattered intensity as shown or the 
transmittedd intensity in the direct beam. 

Thee experimental layout from the re-focusing mirror onward is sketched in Fig. 
4.1.. The intensity of the incident beam upstream of the sample, 70/ was mon
itoredd by the photoelectron current from a fine gold-coated Cu grid. A pho-
todiodee was used to detect the transmitted intensity, 7,. Absolute transmission 
factorss were determined by measuring the ratio of the two detector signals with 
andd without the sample. A set of slits in front of the 70 monitor was used to pro
ducee a beam size smaller than the Si3N4 window dimensions. 

Thee samples were attached to a cold finger inserted between the poles of a hor

izontall 0.5 T in-vacuum electromagnet. The magnet field was sufficiently high 

too saturate all samples. For x-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) mea

surementss the field direction was parallel to the beam. The magnetization was 

flippedd at each data point to obtain the dichroism spectrum, and the measure

mentss were performed for two helicity directions, which gave indistinguishable 

results.. The x-ray magnetic linear dichroism (XMLD) was measured with the 

samplee magnetized perpendicular to the beam, taking the difference of consec

utivee scans with horizontal or vertical linear polarization. 
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4.22 Absorption and magnetic dichroism cross sections 

InIn transmission experiments the absorption coefficient \i = 2$k follows from 
thee extinction of the incident beam by a homogeneous (i.e. non-scattering) film 
ass described by Lambert-Beer's law: 

}i}i = ~\/D\n{ ƒ,/ƒ„) (4.1) 

wheree ƒ, and J0 are the transmitted and incident intensities and D the film thick-
ness. . 

Thee total absorption coefficient ;/,„  measured for a proper circular ) or lin-
earr , / / ) polarization mode is related to the forward scattering cross section 
throughh (3.42) 

l*ml*m ~ £ ^ (4.2) 

wheree ƒ,"„  is the imaginary part of the forward resonant scattering amplitudes, 
andd pr is the corresponding atomic number density. The non-resonant second 
termm ƒ// describes the absorption by the Si3N4 support, the Al capping layer and 
thee non-resonant Fe or Gd species. They contribute to a magnetization inde-
pendentt background absorption, which can be obtained from tabulated atomic 
absorptionn cross section calculations [89] using the known thickness and atomic 
numberr densities pn. 

Thee three measurable spectra are the non-magnetic XAS spectrum, the XMCD 

spectrumm defined as p+ - \i and the XMLD spectrum defined as }t/f - }tL. 

Afterr subtraction of the non-resonant background the XAS gives the imaginary 

partt of the resonant charge scattering length F(0)(£) while the XMCD directly 

proportionall  to the imaginary part of F(1)(£) and the XMLD gives the imagi-

naryy part of £{2){E), as follows from Table 3.1 and equations(3.34) and (4.2). 

Thee transmission at room temperature of a non-magnetic 16 nm Gd sample is 

shownn in Fig. 4.2. The raw signal shown in the inset has been corrected for the 

slopingg transmission of the 100 nm Si3N4 support and the energy dependen-

ciess of the detectors. The non-resonant background calculated from the known 

thicknesss and tabulated cross sections[89] is also shown, and gives good agree-

mentt with the pre- and post edge regions. Using Lambert-Beer's law and the 

knownn atomic density and thickness, the absolute cross section per atom can be 
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Figuree 4.2: M.j,5 transmission spectrum of a 16 nm Gd thin film at room temperature 
(greyy dots). Dash-dotted line: non-resonant contribution, see text. Inset: raw data. 

calculatedd as shown in the top panel of Fig. 4.3. 

Alsoo shown in Fig. 4.3 are the Gd M 45 XMCD and XMLD spectra of Gd^-Fe* 
thinn films (x= 72.5% and 83.3%) taken during different experimental runs at 
roomm temperature and 20 K. The obtained values for the different compositions 
weree well within the experimental error of 2%. The XMCD spectrum at 20 K 
hass a maximum amplitude that is ca. 90 % of the maximum isotropic x-ray 
absorption,, implying a fully saturated 4f moment [90]. The room temperature 
XMCDD spectra have been scaled up to the 20 K spectra by a multiplication fac-
torr of 1.31. Since the XMCD is linearly proportional to the total Gd moment 
MGd,, this implies that at room temperature MGd is reduced by a factor 1/1.31 
comparedd to the fully saturated 20 K moment. The 20 K XMCD data are much 
noisierr and have a sloping background over the resonance, and for the calcula-
tionss of the atomic scattering amplitudes we used the much better quality room-
temperaturee data instead. The XMLD spectrum at room temperature has been 
scaledd by a factor 1.312 = 1.72. Since the XMLD is proportional to M2

Gd this is 
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Figuree 4.3: XAS, XMCD and XML D spectra at 20K (symbols) and room-temperature 

(lines).. The room temperature spectra are scaled by 1.31 for the XMCD and by 1.312 for 

thee XMLD . 
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Figuree 4.4: The Fe Z.2,3 x-ray absorption and circular magnetic dichroism spectra of 
aa 40 nm Gd27.sFe72.5 thin film at room temperature. Dash-dotted line: non-resonant 
contributionss from [89]. 

consistentt with the reduction of MGd at room temperature found for the XMCD. 

Thee Fe L2,3 spectra for the Gd27.sFe72.5 magnetic thin film are shown in Fig. 4.4. 
Inn comparison to the Gd M4 5 the resonance is weaker. The linear dichroism at 
thiss edge was less than 1 % and we were unable to obtain reliable data with 
thee small beam size imposed by the support window dimensions. The much 
smallerr linear dichroism is due to the smaller spin-orbit interaction in the Fe 
3d-shelll  in comparison with the Gd 4/-shell [91,92]. 

4.33 Kramers-Kronig transformations 

Thee dispersion relations (3.24), (3.27) and (3.29) allow us to calculate the x-ray 

dispersionn and magnetic birefringence from the experimental absorption and 

magneticc dichroism spectra. The principal value integrals were approximated 
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numericallyy by calculating the Riemann sum over the spectra, leaving out the 

polee at to = co'. The XAS spectrum was combined with tabulated values [89] to 

takee into account the absorption due to all other transitions from 10 eV to 30 keV. 

Wee enlarged the integration range until no changes in the resonant dispersion 

weree found. For the XMCD and XMLD it suffices to integrate the experimen-

tall  spectra, from 1150 eV to 1250 eV, since the magnetic dichroism is negligible 

awayy from the sharp M45 resonance. Other dichroic edges such as the 1,2,3 

andd M2 3 transitions for Gd are far away in energy. Back-trans formation of the 

calculatedd dispersion and birefringence curves reproduces the absorption and 

dichroismm spectra with a maximum deviation of ~2% at the extremal values. 

Thee results are presented in Fig. 4.5 which shows the complex charge F(ü ), cir-

cularr magnetic F(1^ and linear magnetic F(2' scattering amplitudes in units of 

thee free electron scattering length -TQ. The imaginary parts obtained from the 

transmissionn experiments are shown at the top, the real parts obtained from 

thee dispersion relation at the bottom. The resonant scattering amplitudes are 

substantiallyy larger than the constant Thomson scattering amplitude f° of 64 

electrons,, indicated by the dash-dotted line. On the right axis, the atomic ab-

sorptionn cross section corresponding to the imaginary part of the scattering am-

plitudess is given, for a fixed energy of 1200 eV which results in a ^ 5% error 

overr this energy range. 

Thee curves in Fig. 4.5 represent the real and imaginary parts of the atomic scat-

teringg factors at the Gd M4 5 resonance. Since they have a very large amplitude, 

theyy completely determine the magneto-optical properties of the medium. As 

ann example we take the Faraday rotation and ellipticity angle for linear polar-

izedd light that would be obtained in a Gd thin film, for normal incidence and 

uniformm perpendicular magnetization. In this case the linear polarized wave 

mustt be decomposed into the two allowed circular modes , and the two 

propagatingg waves obtain an amplitude and phase difference, due to the cir-

cularr dichroism respectively birefringence. The amplitude difference leads to 

ann elliptic polarization, while the birefringence results in a rotation of the po-

larizationn angle. At optical frequencies these effects are known as the Faraday 

effect.. The complex Faraday angle is given by [82, 93] 

eeFF = 6F + iocF = n+'2
n~kD, (4.3) 

wheree a f is the ellipticity and 6p is the Faraday rotation angle, D is the thickness 
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Figuree 4.5: Resonant amplitudes at the Gd M4 5 edges. Shown are the complex charge 

F(0' ,, circular magnetic F(1), and linear magnetic F(2), atomic scattering factors as func-

tionn of energy in units of ÏQ. top: Imaginary parts, from the experimentally determined 

absorptionn cross section, bottom: Real part, Kramers-Kronig transform of the imagi-

naryy parts. Right axis: approximate atomic cross sections in A2 using a fixed wave-

lengthh for £ = 1200 eV. Dash-dotted line: high-energy limi t of the atomic scattering 

amplitudee Z = 64. 
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Figuree 4.6: Gd M45 resonant Faraday ellipticity ap, and rotation angle 0p for bulk Gd 
att 20 K. 

off  the film. The rotation and ellipticity angle are plotted in Fig. 4.6 as a func-
tionn of the photon energy. At the M5 resonance the maximum rotation angle is 
0.6°° / ran and the maximum ellipticity is 1.2° /nm. The specific rotating power 
perr unit length is twice that for pure Fe thin films [82], and is roughly an order 
off  magnitude larger than the same effects at optical frequencies. 

4.44 Optical constants versus scattered intensity 

Inn order to test the validity of the optical constants as given in Fig. 4.5 we mea-
suredd the energy dependence of the intensity scattered by an aligned magnetic 
stripee lattice. A natural way to describe both the absorption and scattering ef-
fectss is to write the transmitted field in terms of the refractive index. Light 
incidentt on the stripe lattice sees either an up- or down-domain, or a domain 
walll  and obtains a phase lag and absorption depending on the in-plane coordi-
nate.. The near field just after the sample is therefore modulated in phase and 
amplitudee and can be written as an average field, that forms the transmitted 
beamm plus a modulated field. The modulation produces interference patterns 
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inn the far-field. 

Wee wil l initially simplify the analysis by neglecting the in-plane domain wall 

andd closure magnetization and assume a modulated magnetization profile, mz (y) 

thatt is periodic in y and constant in x. For a normally incident plane wave, 

k / / m / / z,, the refractive index must then described by the refractive indices 

 = 1 —  +  for the allowed circular polarization modes . 

Forr an incident circular polarized plane wave with helicity a —  the refractive 

indexx at a position y can be written as 

n(y)n(y) = n + cmizAn (4.4) 

with h 
__ = "+ + "- =l_jjrij/ ( 4 5 ) 

aa constant helicity averaged part and 

AMM  = n+~n~ =-AS + i'A0, (4.6) 

thee magneto-optic part sensitive to the magnetization. 

Itt follows that the transmitted electric field can be written as the product of an 

averagee part and a modulated part depending on mz(y) 

E(y)E(y) = E0e
ikD"eikD<7m^)An (4.7) 

wheree E0 is the amplitude of the incident plane wave. The factor e'kDn gives rise 

too an irrelevant phase shift e'kD^-0) and an absorption e~kD$ equivalent to the 

helicityy averaged attenuation for the uniformly magnetized sample. 

Thee modulated phase and amplitude factor e
ikDm-~{y)^n w i l l s c a t t er light out of 

thee incident direction. In the Fraunhofer approximation the far-field amplitude 

iss the Fourier transform of (4.7) 

E{qE{qyy)) = Eoe~kDP f e
lkDm^A"elWdy (4.8) 

wheree we have omitted the common phase factor elkD^~0^ and ignored other 

prefactorss of the Fourier integral that are not important here. 
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Providedd kDAö and kDAfi are small, we way expand the argument of the Fourier 
transformm as 

ee-ikD„-ikD„hh(y)Aö(y)Aöee-kDm-kDmzz{y)Afi{y)Afi ^ (1 - ikDmz(y)AÓ)(l - kDmz(y)Aj5) 

%% 1 - kDmz(y){iAÓ + Afi) (4.9) 

%% 1 + ikDmz(y)An 

%% l+ im = (y )eF 

andd we obtain 

£(</„)) - Eae-kDP ƒ [1 - mz{y)kD{iAS + A^>)]eu^dy, (4.10) 

wheree the first term is non-zero only at qy — 0 and can be interpreted as the 
transmittedd beam. The scattered field at qy ^ 0 is proportional to the Fourier 
transformm of the out-of-plane magnetic periodic structure times the frequency 
dependentt magneto-optical constants damped by the helicity averaged absorp-
tionn spectrum. 

Thee far-field Fraunhofer diffraction pattern from the aligned stripe lattice con-

sistss of a series of diffraction maxima periodically spaced in reciprocal space. 

Heree we are interested in the energy dependence of the total scattered intensity 

U{E).U{E). Integrating \E(qy)\
2 over qy leaving out the direct beam at qy = 0, the 

Fourierr transform enters as a constant pre-factor in the energy dependence 

IISS{E){E) oc Ioe-
2kD^k2D2

 [A<5(£)2 + A £ ( £ )2 ] (4.11) 

wheree we have used the relation 

A » ( E ) = - ^ F < » ( E)) (4.13) 

thatt follows from (3.41). 

Thee total scattered intensity h(E) around the Gd M4 5 and the Fe L2,3 edges was 

measuredd by moving the diode to a position just out of the primary beam where 

itit  intercepts only the top half of the diffraction pattern (Fig. 4.1). To compare 

Js(£)) with AS(E)2 + A/3(£)2 we need to divide it by the average attenuation fac-

torr e~2^E^kD that appears in (4.12). A reasonable estimate can be obtained by 

2nr2nr00Dp Dp (4.12) ) 
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Figuree 4.7: Magnetic scattering cross section ls/lt (dots) for an aligned stripe lattice 

comparedd with the scaled scattering cross section computed from IF'1'!2 (grey lines). 

Top:: Gd M4,5 resonance. Bottom: Fe L-2,3 resonance. The separate contributions from 

thee circular dichroism and birefringence are shown divided by a factor 10 at top figure 

andd a factor 2 at the bottom figure. 
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havingg the diode intercept both the transmitted and scattered radiation h(E). 

Thee spectrum of Is(E)/It(E) is shown in Fig. 4.7, and is compared with the 

samee curve for the resonant scattering factor |F^^(£)|2 obtained from the ab-

sorptionn data and Kramers-Kronig transform, using equation 4.13 to express it 

inn terms of A6 and A/3. For the Gd M^s, shown at the top, a very satisfactory 

agreementt is obtained over 4 orders of magnitude, which proves the validity of 

thee Kramers-Kronig transform for the circular dichroic scattering factor F(1). It 

iss worthwhile to point out that at the resonance the scattering contrast is com-

pletelyy absorptive, but elsewhere is mainly resulting from the dispersive part. 

AA similar analysis can be made for the Fe 1 3̂ edges, with results given in the 

bottomm graph of Fig. 4.7. Again a good match between measured intensities 

andd calculated cross sections is obtained over several orders of magnitude. It 

shouldd be noted that the Fe L-edge spectrum is much less peaked, and that the 

scatteredd intensity is lower than that found at the Gd M-edge. 

InIn the above discussion we have assumed that the refractive index was depen-

dentt on mz(y) only, in other words we have neglected the possibility of scat-

teringg by domain walls or closure domains that have a linear dichroic and bire-

fringentt contrast. As wil l be discussed in Chapter 5 these magnetization compo-

nentss produce weak even order satellites with intensity proportional to \F^ \2. 

Inn anticipation of this discussion we give in Fig. 4.8 the ratio of |F(2^|2/|F^^|2 

att the Gd M5 edge. The most striking feature of this figure is that it shows that 

thee linear dichroic contrast term F^2' is important at the low energy side of the 

mainn absorption peak at 1185 eV. The data points that are also shown in Fig. 

4.88 give the ratio of the second to first order diffraction maxima as a function 

off  energy, showing that this ratio follows |F(2^|2/|F(1^|2 reasonably well. This 

supportss the correctness of the relative size of the circular and linear scattering 

termss F^1' and F ^ as obtained here, and in turn the correctness of the Kramers-

Kronigg transformation of the linear dichroism. 

Itt is worthwhile to point out that at the M5 edge a 1 eV broad plateau around 

1184.55 eV exists where the two scattering terms are of similar amplitude and 

theirr ratio more or less constant, while away from this plateau F ^ is negligible. 

Thiss gives the possibility to switch the linear magnetic scattering term on or off 

byy changing the energy by only 1 eV. The latter can also be achieved by tuning 

too the Fe L2/3 edge where magnetic linear dichroism is absent. 
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Figuree 4.8: Full curve/left axis: the ratio of |F( 2 )|2/ |F( 1 )|2. Dots/right axis: Ratio of the 

intensitiess of the second to first order Bragg maxima as a function of photon energy. 

4.55 Conclusions 

Wee have measured the polarization and spin dependent transmission spectra of 

thinn Gd! _.vFe.Y layers at the Gd M 4 /5 and Fe L2/3 absorption edges. Quantitative 

valuess for the atomic cross sections for x-ray absorption and magnetic circular-

andd linear dichroism were obtained. The values for the atomic absorption and 

dichroismm cross sections found at the Gd M 4 /5 edge are the same to within 2% 

forr samples of different composit ion and thickness, showing that the experi-

mentall  method is consistent and exemplifying the quality of the data. The local 

naturee of the Gd 4f shell involved in this 3d —> 4/ transition makes these spec-

traa insensitive to the chemical surrounding and these scattering ampl i tudes are 

thereforee of use for all Gd compounds. 

Thee absorption cross sections form the imaginary part of the resonant scatter-

ingg ampli tude. The corresponding real part was calculated using the disper-

1185 5 

Energyy (eV) 
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sionn relations. We found that at the Gd M 45 the maximum resonant scatter-
ingg amplitude is a factor 10 higher than the non-resonant Thomson scattering 
length,, which is likely to be the largest resonant enhancements that can be found 
[11,, 74, 94, 95]. The circular dichroism is huge, ca. 90% of the maximum reso-
nantt charge contrast and there is considerable linear dichroism, ca 30 % of the 
resonantt enhancement. We have argued that the totally different energy depen-
dencee of the latter can be used to toggle the linear magnetic scattering contrast 
onn and off at this edge. 

Thee Fe resonant atomic scattering lengths are about a factor 10 lower in am-
plitudee with a circular dichroism of 50 %. Linear dichroism could not be ob-
served,, simplifying the interpretation of scattering data considerably. Although 
thee atomic scattering amplitudes are lower, the total amplitude for Fe L2,3 can 
bee comparable to that for Gd M 45 for Fe rich compositions. 

AA comparison of the circular magnetic scattering cross sections with the total 
scatteredd intensity from a magnetic stripe lattice normalized by the total trans-
mittedd intensity demonstrated that the scattering contrast is of a purely mag-
neticc origin. We presented an analysis of this scattering data in terms of a space-
modulatedd refractive index, showing that the scattered intensity can be writ-
tenn as the product of an average isotropic attenuation factor and an anisotropic 
magneticc scattering contrast. Although explicitly derived for the case of circular 
polarizationn it is easy to show that the same expression also holds for linear po-
larization.. In that case the scattering contrast does not arise from a modulation 
inn phase and amplitude, but from a difference in Faraday rotation and ellipticity 
iss obtained for up- or down magnetized domains. 



5 5 
M A G N E T I CC RESONANT 

SCATTERINGG IN THE 

SMALL-ANGL EE LIMI T 

5.11 Introductio n 
InIn this chapter we describe the resonant magnetic scattering produced by a re-

manentt quasi-periodic magnetic stripe system, in zero applied field. We discuss 

thee phenomenology of the diffraction patterns taken at the Gd rare-earth M4/5 

andd Fe transition metal L2/3 edges using the atomic scattering description, now 

showingg in detail how the polarization- and energy-dependence of the scattered 

intensitiess in combination with the measured optical constants from Chapter 4 

aree used to interpret the results. This understanding is used to formulate a 

theoreticall  description in terms of the forward scattering form of the resonant 

scatteringg cross section, and to separate the vector components of the three-

dimensionall  magnetic structure. Finally we discuss the scattered intensity in 

termss of the conventional small-angle x-ray scattering form- and structure fac-

tors,, whichh offers a natural explanation of the observed diffraction patterns in-

cludingg circular dichroic effects. 
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5.22 Beamline and setup 

AA typical small-angle scattering transmission geometry is sketched in Fig. 5.1. 
Itt was found that the conventional detector to monitor the incident intensity I0 

producedd strong small-angle scattering and had to be moved out of the beam. 
Instead,, the 7o intensity was monitored by reading the drain current from the 
refocussingg mirror. Scattered light from the beamline was blocked directly after 
thee mirror by setting four blades as guards around the beam. 100 nm parylene 
orr Al ultra-thin windows were used to separate the beamline vacuum of ~ 10~9 

mbarr from the diffractometer vacuum of ~ 10~7 mbar. 

CCDD lens 

wiree beamstop sample 

Figuree 5.1: Experimental layout for the scattering experiments 

vertical/ / 
horizontal l 
slits s 

Thee sample, a 42 nm GdFe5 thin film as described in Chapters 2 and 4, was po-
sitionedd in the vertical focus of the last mirror and mounted onto a cold finger 
thatt could be rotated around its vertical axis using a differentially pumped ro-
tatablee feedthrough. The temperature could be varied between 20 and 350 K. 
Thee sample chamber was equipped with an in-vacuum 0.5 T magnet with its 
fieldd direction parallel to the beam in the horizontal plane. 

Small-anglee scattering experiments are best performed with a 2-D detector. For 

softt x-rays back-thinned direct exposure CCD systems do exist, which give op-

timumm sensitivity, but they are expensive, easily damaged by the direct beam, 

andd have a relatively poor dynamic range. We used a simple system consisting 
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off  a phosphor-coated vacuum window with a 12 bit CCD camera fitted with 

appropriatee optics. The phosphor screens were made by sedimenting a 5 ym 

layerr of powder of 1 ^m grain size on glass windows. Two different phosphors 

weree used, P43 and P20, where the latter had the best yield. 

Forr the present experiments a TV lens combined with a 5 mm macro-ring was 
used,, giving a field of view of - 15 mm and a 10 pm resolution. The detector 
too sample distance was varied between 300 to 450 mm. Beam stops were either 
aa horizontal 1 mm Cu wire or a knife edge, mounted on motorized linear drives. 

Thee advantages of this detector are a high dynamic range, sturdiness and flex-

ibility :: by changing the magnification of the optics one can readily trade q-

resolutionn with q-range. Among the weak points of this detector is its low ef-

ficiencyy ~1.5 % counts/photon for P20 at the Gd edge and 2 % at the Fe edge. 

Also,, multiple reflections in the glass window produce an artefact ring with a 

radiuss of 3 mm and an integrated intensity of ca. 1 %. As a result, for mea-

surementss of the low intensity features in the diffraction pattern, high intensity 

featuress have to be blocked out by a beam stop. In practice, it means that typ-

icallyy three exposures with different knife edge positions have to be taken in 

orderr to cover the 5 orders of intensity in the diffraction pattern. 

5.33 Data integration and fittin g 

Thee top panels in Fig. 5.2 show typical examples of disordered and aligned 

stripee lattices as imaged by MFM. The middle panels of Fig. 5.2 show the cor-

respondingg diffraction patterns. For the disordered stripes the pattern consists 

off  series of concentric rings, the first of which is visible here. Upon ordering the 

stripess with a magnetic field, the intensity concentrates in opposite points on 

thesee circles, as shown on the right. The most general data treatment therefore 

consistss of performing angular and radial integrations. To this end, the data are 

convertedd to polar coordinates (<?//,?)/ where <?// is the in-plane momentum 

transferr and 7 is the azimuthal scattering angle, as shown in the bottom panels 

off  Fig 5.2. 

Thee radial integration of the diffraction patterns yields the angular intensity dis

tributiontribution i (7) that contains information on the degree of order in the stripe lat-

tice.. For disordered stripes, with a random orientation of stripe direction, this is 
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Figur ee 5.2: Scattered intensity for disordered (left) and aligned (right) stripes. From top 

too bottom: magnetic force microscopy image, scattered intensity on the 2-D detector, 

samee plotted in 2-D polar coordinates. 
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clearlyy a flat distribution, while for aligned stripes it is sharply peaked around 

77 = 90" and 7 = 270°. 

Integrationn over the angular coordinate gives the intensity distribution l{q//) as 

aa function of the in-plane momentum transfer q^. A typical example, obtained 

fromm different exposures is shown in Fig. 5.3. We found that the best fit to these 

curvess could be made using a squared Lorentzian line shape: 

re e 
ww22 + q 

(5.1) ) 

// / 

wheree the width w scales linearly with the diffraction order. The exact origin 
off  the line shape is still unclear. However, due to disorder the correlation of 
thee periodic structure is finite, which explains the broadening of the peaks [96]. 
Deviationss of the fit from the data at either side of the first order are due to 
ann imperfect merge between data of different exposure, intensity of the artefact 
ringg from high intensity features and deformations due to the imaging optics. 
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Figuree 5.3: Example of azimuthally integrated diffraction patterns of remanent stripe 
domains.. Full curve: result of fit with squared Lorentzian line shapes (dashed lines). 
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5.44 Phenomenology of stripe diffraction patterns 

5.4.11 Linear polarization 

Fig.. 5.4 shows the integrated intensity as function of the in-plane momentum 
transferr q^ for a horizontally aligned stripe system taken at normal incidence 
withh the polarization vector either horizontal (x) or vertical (y), i.e. parallel or 
perpendicularr to the stripe direction. The upper curves, taken at the Gd M5 

resonancee (hco = 1185 eV), show eight maxima with intensities ranging over 
moree than 5 orders of magnitude, and are the result of four different exposures, 
withh exposure time varying from 0.15 to 1000 s. The lower curves, taken at the 
Fee L3 resonance (hco = 707 eV), were taken using 2 exposures of 10 and 1000 s. 

0.000 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30 

q,,, (nm'') 

Figuree 5.4: Angular integrated scattered intensity from remanent stripe domains, taken 
withh x- and y-polarized beams. Top curves: Gd M5. Bottom curves: Fe L3 edge. 
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Att the Fe L3 edge, both polarizations produce identical diffraction curves con-

sistingg of a series of odd order intensity maxima. In comparison, the curves 

takenn at the Gd resonance show a much more complicated behavior: Again the 

oddd order maxima are insensitive to the polarization. However, the .t-polarized 

curvee shows a full set of even harmonics, while the y-polarized curve only 

showss a weak second order and no higher even orders. 

5.4.22 Circular  polarization 

Fig.. 5.5 (top) shows the intensity of the first 5 orders as obtained with left- and 
right-circularlyy polarized light. Here a second order is present, with an inten-
sityy in between that of the x- and y- polarized cases. The fourth order peak may 
bee present but is merged with the fifth order. Clearly, there is no difference be-
tweenn the two helicities. This situation is changed drastically by applying a 5 
mTT field perpendicular to the film, as shown in the bottom graph of Fig. 5.5. 
Noww both even orders show a strong, helicity dependent, asymmetry. 

5.4.33 Non-normal incidence 

Apartt from the energy and the polarization one may also change the scatter-

ingg geometry. A simple experiment is to vary the angle of incidence in the 

xz—xz—plane,plane, but still detect the scattered intensity in transmission. Fig. 5.6 shows 

thee second and third order diffraction maxima from the aligned stripes for in-

cidencee angles of 0°, 30° and 45° with respect to the sample normal. The light 

wass polarized along x and the energy was tuned to the Fe L3 edge, where the 

secondd order is absent at normal incidence. For the incidence angles away from 

thee sample normal a second order appears that increases with the angle. 

5.55 Interpretatio n of the stripe diffractio n patterns 
inn the small-angle limi t 

Thee aligned stripe domain structure as imaged with MFM forms a quasi-1-

dimensionall  periodic lattice, which in order to interpret our results, we wil l 

treatt initially as a perfect lattice with translational symmetry. In Fig. 5.7 we 

havee drawn such a 1-D stripe structure with out-of-plane domains mz sepa-
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Figuree 5.5: Resonant diffraction pattern from aligned stripe domains after saturation 

withh an in-plane field for left (black curve) and right (grey curve) circularly polarized 

light.. Bottom: Same as top with a 50 Oe field applied normally to the surface. 
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Figuree 5.6: Scattered intensity for the second and third order maxima from a remanent 
alignedd stripe structure as a function of the incidence angle. The energy was tuned to 
7077 eV and the light was incident in the .iz-plane. 

ratedd by Bloch walls, mx, and including closure domains my in the top and 
bottomm of the film. We wil l assume that all atoms have the same moment so 
thatt Y.i mf = 1 everywhere in the sample and the coordinate axes are chosen 
suchh that the structure is independent of x and periodic in y. 

Bragg'ss law states that the sine of the scattering angle is proportional to the ra-
tioo of the wavelength A and the length scale that is probed. The typical sizes 
off  magnetic domains are measured in tens of nanometer, while the soft x-ray 
wavelengthh is ~1 nm. This implies that the scattering angles are a few degrees 
att most, and we can apply the small-angle approximation. 

Inn this approximation we can use the refractive index formalism of section 4.4 

too obtain an intuitive understanding of the propagation of the incident plane 

wavee through the film, where each ray sees either an up- or down-domain or a 

domainn wall. Each ray therefore obtains a phase lag, absorption and change in 

polarization,, corresponding to the y- coordinate. However, the magnetization 
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Figuree 5.7: Schematic representation of the magnetization distribution in a stripe do-
main,, showing out-of-plane stripes (][), separated by Bloch walls (+) and closure do-
mainss (—•, «—). 

vectorr m changes continuously, and so do the solution of the wave equation 

andd the corresponding polarization modes and refractive indices. The transmit

tedd field can still be described exactly, but this requires elaborate beam propa

gationn methods. We therefore fall back to the single scattering description as 

introducedd in section 3.3.3, which is allowed if the modulation in phase and 

amplitudee of the propagated wave is small compared to its average phase and 

amplitude. . 

Wee start with the resonant scattering tensor f (r, m) as defined by (3.37) and 
(3.46)) for the case of normal incidence. For the q range of interest the scattering 
angless are small and the scattering tensor f can be approximated by that for 
forwardd scattering k' = k / / z . Choosing as the polarization basis A = A' = 
{x,y}{x,y} the scattering tensor in matrix form is given by (3.47): 

f(r) ) (f(f  + F<°>) + + 
m\(x) m\(x) 

mmxx(r)m(r)myy(i) (i) 
(5.2) ) 

00 —imz(t) 

KKimimzz(r)(r) 0 

mmxx(r)m(r)mvv(r)\(r)\ (2) 

*%(*)*%(*)  J 
Thee matrix elements give the probability of scattering the component Eg into 

Eg'.Eg'. Since the film and substrate are flat within 1 nm and hence do not have any 

noticeablee charge structure, the first, magnetization independent, term will only 

contributee to the overall helicity averaged attenuation of the signal via absorp

tionn as discussed in Chapter 4. The second term, proportional to F*1', contains 

thee up-down modulated magnetization mz. The last term, proportional to F^\ 
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containss the in-plane magnetization components mx and my that represent the 

domainn walls and closure domains, respectively. 

Ass discussed in Chapter, 3 the far-field scattered intensity is the absolute squared 

Fourierr transform of the atomic density pa of the scattering atomic species times 

itss scattering amplitude (see (3.45)). Since the structure is assumed to be invari-

antt in the x direction, the Fourier integral over the x coordinate yields a S(qx), 

implyingg that there is no scattering in the x direction. Furthermore, for the small 

scatteringg angles involved, qz = 0 and the Fourier integral over the z coordinate 

revertss to a simple integral of the scattering cross section over the film thickness 

dd and the scattered field is dependent on qy only. Introducing the equivalent 

contrastcontrast functions g; = fQ m,(y, z)dz, and #,•,• = /0 m,(t/, z)nij(y, z)dz we may 

write e 

MqMqvv) ) Paè{qPaè{qxx\ \ dy dy 
0 0 

igz{y) igz{y) 

gxxiy)gxxiy) gXi,(y)\ F( 

gyxiy)gyxiy) gyyiy)) 

~~{{g^y)g^y) ]F ( i : 
o o + + 

(5.3) ) 

wheree we have omitted a factor — r0/R. This expression can be simplified some

whatt by using a symmetry argument: If closure domains are present, their mag

netizationn mv(z) is anti-symmetric in z with respect to the .ty-plane at z = 1/2D, 

wheree D is the film thickness, whereas mx(z) is symmetric hence mx(z)my(z) = 

—— mx(D - z)t)iy{p 

thenn follows that 
2).. Thus gxy{y) = J0 mx(yfz)ml/{yrz)dz = 0 for all y. It 

Mlu)Mlu) = Pa Pa 

FE0 0 

00 Gz%) 
GGzz(q(qyy)) 0 

G.Y.ÏÏ {qv] 
0 0 Gyy{qGyy{qh h 

(5.4) ) 

wheree Gz(qy), Gxx{qy) and Gyy{qy) are the Fourier transforms of gz, gxx and 

gygyyy.. In Table 5.1 the scattered intensity l{qy) is explicitly written out for linearly 

orr circularly polarized incident light. It shows that the Fourier transform of the 

stripee magnetization, mz, appears with the same amplitude for all polarizations. 

Thee difference in intensity between x and y polarization is now seen to be due to 

thee F^ contrast: ^-polarized incident light scatters from the mx magnetization 

inn the Bloch walls, and y-polarized light scatters only from the my magnetiza

tionn in the closure domains. 
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Tablee 5.1: Intensity for x-, y-, or circular polarization in the forward scattering approx-
imation. . 

Polarizationn vector 

X X 

y y 

Scatteredd Intensity 

\F^G\F^G ZZ\\22+\F^G+\F^G XXXX\\2 2 

| F ( l ) G ; | 2 + | f ( 2 ) G w j 2 2 

\P'\P' ]]GGZZ\\22 ^\(\¥^GXX\2 + '\F^G yy\
1) 

1*G2)*F<2)(G.,ïï + Gyi/)] 

Thee interpretation of the data in Fig. 5.4 is now straightforward: The odd orders 

aree due to the up-down mz magnetization, and are independent of the state of 

polarizationn at both edges. At the Gd M^-edge the even orders observed with x-

polarizedd light are caused by the structure of the domain walls, mx, and the sec-

ondd order observed with y-polarized light is coming from the closure domains, 

mm}/}/.. The absence of these even orders at the Fe L3 edge is due to the much lower 

linearr magnetic scattering amplitude F^ << F(1) at this resonance. 

Thee different origin of the odd and even diffraction orders can be proven in an 

elegantt way by considering the energy dependence of the diffracted intensities. 

Wee find that the ratios of the higher order odd- to first order intensities stay 

strictlyy the same over the edge, while the even order to first order intensity ra-

tioss vary strongly over the Gd M5 edge. In order to quantify this behavior the 

firstt four diffraction maxima of the x-polarized curves were fitted with squared 

Lorentziann line shapes using the procedure described in section 5.3. To correct 

forr the average attenuation of the film and substrate, these intensities were nor-

malizedd to the energy-dependent total transmission of the sample, see eq. (4.12). 

Thee results are shown in fig. 5.8, together with the | F ^ |2 and |F^2^|2 curves ob-

tainedd from the absorption measurements as described in Chapter 4. In this 

figuree all curves have been peak-normalized in order to bring out the salient 

point:: the first and third order intensities almost perfectly match the spectrum 

off  |F(1)|2, while the second and fourth order intensities follow somewhat less 

preciselyy the spectrum of |F^2^j2. We ascribe the deviations to imperfections in 

thee fitting procedure due to which the out-of-plane odd order scattering is not 

completelyy subtracted. 

Wee conclude that the diffraction pattern of the aligned stripes in remanence 

consistss of a series of odd order peaks due to F^1' scattering by the out-of-plane 
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magneticc structure and even order peaks that originate from F*2' scatter by in-

planee magnetizat ion components, either Bloch walls or closure domains. 
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Figuree 5.8: Normalized intensity for odd (dots) and even (triangles) orders as a function 

off  the x-ray energy. Solid lines: energy dependence of the circular, If'1'!2, and linear 

magneticc scattering terms, |F'2) |2. 

Forr circular polarized light, Table 5.1 shows that the scattered intensity is the 

averagee of the linearly polarized intensities plus an interference term between 

out-of-planee and in-plane scattering contributions. The sign of this interference 

termm is helicity dependent and therefore can lead to a circular asymmetry in the 

scatteredd intensity. Figure 5.5 showed that one has to apply a finite magnetic 

fieldd for this to happen. We wil l explain this, and the related occurrence of for-

b iddenn reflections, by describing the scattered intensities in terms of a single 

domainn form factor and the structure factor describing the periodicity of the 

lattice. . 
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5.5.11 The form factor  of a single reverse domain 

Sincee small-angle x-ray scattering is generally used to study the structure of a 

collectionn of identical objects, it is customary to write the scattered intensity as 

thee product of a squared form factor !F{q), which is the Fourier transform of the 

shapee of the individual entity, and a structure factor S(q), which is a sum over 

thee coordinate positions of all objects: I(q) = T{q)2S(q)lQ (see e.g. [76, 97]), 

withh IQ the incident intensity. For a single object I(q) — ^(q)2^. 

Firstt we consider the diffraction of a single 'reverse' domain consisting of a 

regionn of 'up' magnetization in a sea of 'down' magnetization or vice versa. This 

reversee domain is dressed with Bloch walls, and possibly closure domains as 

drawnn in Fig. 5.7. Example contrast functions for this structure are drawn in 

thee Fig. 5.9-A and -B. The contrast function gz{y) of the 'up' domain of width 

WW is close to that of a slit with diffuse borders, and hence its Fourier transform 

givess a Airy-lik e diffraction pattern as depicted in Fig. 5.9, panel C. The contrast 

functionn for Bloch walls gxx and, if present, closure domains gvv, consist of two 

peakss centered at W (panel B) and its Fourier transform is given in panel 

D. . 

Takingg into account the tensor nature of the magnetic scattering the intensity 
scatteredd by this object is 

I(q)I(q) = \ï{q}l)èQ\2k, (5.5) 

wheree Ffify) is the scattering tensor as defined by 5.4, for the Fourier transforms 

GGzz{y),{y), Gxx{y) and Gyy{y) of the single domain and êo is the polarization vector 

off  the incident wave. As an illustration we show in panel E the single domain 

intensitiess Ix, I+ and ƒ_ for linearly and circularly polarized light using the op-

ticall  constants at 1184 eV. The interference term in  produces an asymmetry 

inn the scattered intensity (ƒ+ — i_) / ( /+ -f ƒ_), which as shown in panel F, varies 

strongerr around integer-even values of qvW' jn. 
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Figuree 5.9: Generic real space scattering contrast functions for a single up domain (A) 

andd its in-plane Bloch or closure magnetization (C) and their Fourier transforms (B) and 

(D).. Corresponding single domain intensities for circular and linear polarized light at 

11844 eV are shown in (E) and the asymmetry j ^ j - in (F). 
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5.5.22 Structure factor 

Thee far-field diffracted intensity by an ensemble of N reverse domains at posi-
tionss I// can now be written as 

N N 

J(<7y)) K ' o E e^Uq^F^eoe'^-V'K (5.6) 
k,l=\ k,l=\ 

Iff  all domains are identical in shaped = F?, this can be written as 

l*\ql*\qyy)«\£{qy)èQ\)«\£{qy)èQ\22S{qS{qvv), ), 

wheree S{qy) = Ekj=i e'^k-}/i) ls the so-called structure factor. In the limit of 

largee N and for a perfect periodic lattice of period P it is easily derived that 

CO O 

%v)) = NT J2 % + «T); (5.7) 

wheree r = 2n/P is the inverse period. In this case the structure factor samples 
thee form factors at integer values of T. 

Forr the specific case of a remanent sample after in-plane saturation we have 
thee particular situation that up and down domains are of equal width and 
TT = 7T/W. This explains directly the absence of even orders at the Fe L3 diffrac-
tionn pattern in Fig. 5.4 which is purely F(1 ): from Fig. 5.9 we see that Gz has 
zeross at even values of qyW/n = qy/j. Similarly Gxx and Gyy have zeros at odd 
valuess of qyW/n = qy/r, and the ¥{2) term gives even order diffraction maxima 
only. . 

Onn the other hand, if some field is applied in the out-of-plane direction, the 

'reverse'' domains that have their magnetization opposed to the field direction 

(seee Fig. 5.7) shrink with respect to the domains that have their magnetization 

alongg the field direction. The width of the reverse domains W becomes smaller 

thann P/2. As a result the zeros of the functions G(qy) no longer coincide with 

thee peak positions nr = 2nn/P of the structure factor. The even order peaks 

obtainn some amplitude from F{^G2 and the odd orders from P{2)GXX/¥
{2^Gyy). 

Forr circular polarized light the F(1) and F^2) terms interfere as given by table 

5.1,, producing helicity-dependent scattering as shown in Fig. 5.9-E. The result-

ingg asymmetry (Fig. 5.9-F) can be quite large around even values of qyW/n but 

stayss much smaller around odd values. This explains the dichroism observed 
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onn the even order peaks for very small out-of-plane fields (Fig. 5.5). It might 

bee mentioned here that for very high perpendicular fields the long range order 

betweenn the reverse domains is lost completely and the scattered intensity ob-

tainss shapes as shown in Fig. 5.9-E [98]. 

Notee that in the discussion of the single domain form factor we have left open 

whetherr the Bloch walls on either side of the domain have parallel or anti-

parallell  magnetization, since gxx involves mx. However, the non-normal in-

cidencee data of Fig. 5.6 give information on this point. For light incident in 

thee xz-plane but with a finite angle 6 with respect to the z-axis the off-diagonal 

elementss for the F^l) term in equation (5.2) become proportional to cos(0)m- -f 

sin(0)m.v.. The mz term still gives odd order diffraction maxima, but with an 

intensityy falling off as cos2(0). Anti-parallel domain walls would produce a 

contrastt function gx(y) with the same period as mz(y) and would produce odd 

diffractionn orders with intensity oc sin2(6). The fact that even orders appear 

provess that the majority of Bloch wall are parallel, since in that case mx(y) has 

halff  the period of mz{y). Grazing incidence x-ray microscopy indeed allows one 

too distinguish the magnetization in individual domain walls [99], albeit with a 

muchh lower spatial resolution then in our case. 

5.66 Conclusions 
Inn this chapter we have presented resonant magnetic small-angle scattering 

fromm remanent aligned stripes which showed a strong dependence on the en-

ergyy and polarization state of the incident x rays. We have explained the strik-

inglyy different results at the Gd M5 and Fe L3 edges on a basis of single scatter-

ingg theory and in the limit of forward scattering. A separation of the scattering 

propertiess of a single domain and the stripe lattice, introducing form and struc-

turee factor, qualitatively explains the occurrence of forbidden reflections and 

asymmetriess occurring for samples with a net out-of-plane magnetic moment. 

Inn the latter case the observed beating in the scattered intensity for the two he-

licitiess is a sensitive measure of the stripe width [98]. This analysis forms a 

frameworkk for the interpretation of the field dependent diffraction data in the 

nextt chapter. 

Wee have demonstrated that at the Gd M5 edge it is possible to separate the 
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scatteringg from the three components of the magnetization in an aligned stripe 

domainn system. This could be done for the specific case where the period of the 

stripess is exactly twice the stripe width: then the odd order maxima are exclu-

sivelyy due to the out-of plane bulk magnetic contrast function times |F(1) |2 and 

thee even orders are due to structure of the in-plane magnetization components 

timess the linear magnetic scattering cross section, |F(2) |2. Incident polarization 

parallell  to the stripe direction illuminates the Bloch walls, while perpendicular 

polarizationn brings out the much weaker contribution from closure domains. 

Fromm (5.3) it follows that for linear polarized light the out-of-plane (in-plane) 
contrastt is diagonal (off-diagonal). A polarization analysis of the scattered light, 
usingg e.g. a multilayer mirror would enable a complete separation of the three 
scatteringg terms, even for up- and down domains of unequal width. This should 
bee considered for future experiments. 

Inn principle, by illuminating the object from different angles, the complete 3-D 

vectoriall  magnetic structure can be extracted. However a detailed analysis is 

extremelyy difficult due to the complicated absorptive and refractive effects as 

thee rays traverse the medium. Especially for the treatment of reflection data a 

fulll  dynamic theory seems necessary [100] and a 3-D -characterization of the 

stripee structure becomes a daunting task. A first step was taken by changing 

thee angle of incidence and it could be proven that at remanence, after in-plane 

magnetizationn the Bloch walls in the bulk of the film have a parallel alignment. 

Itt should be stressed that so far we have assumed a perfect lattice in our anal-

ysis.. However, the aligned stripe system is quasi-periodic and does not have 

long-rangee order. For the similar case of a periodic multilayer Fullerton et al. 

[96]]  have shown that the scattered intensity can be analyzed in terms of a fluctu-

atingg object size . This analysis explains the broadening of higher order satellites 

ass observed here, but also shows that the relative intensities of the diffraction 

maximaa are altered by the disorder. A full treatment along these lines may be 

usefull  but falls out of the scope of thesis. 
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EVOLUTIONN OF STRIPE 

DOMAIN SS IN IN-PLANE 

MAGNETI CC FIELDS 

Inn this chapter we extend the qualitative description of the features found in 

polarizationn dependent scattering from a stripe lattice at remanence and follow 

thee evolution of such a stripe lattice over the magnetization loop for in-plane 

appliedd fields. We wil l discuss measurements at 20 K and room temperature 

forr two different samples: a 42 nm GdFe5 film and 44 nm GdFe9 film. We ob-

servee the nucleation of a weak and largely disordered out-of-plane oscillation 

closee to the in-plane saturation field. Upon decreasing the field the amplitude of 

thee out-of-plane oscillation increases and a well ordered aligned stripe state de-

velops.. From the diffraction data the lateral structure of these magnetic vector 

componentss can be reconstructed in great detail. We wil l discuss the differences 

betweenn the two samples in terms of their macroscopic magnetic properties 

suchh as the anisotropy factor Q and the exchange constant A, determined from 

thee nucleation field and period using the stripe nucleation theory presented in 

Chapterr 2. 

6.11 Macroscopic magnetization loops 

Thee GdFe5 and GdFe9 thin films were grown on Si3N4 support windows and 

characterizedd by MOKE and MFM. Room-temperature MOKE magnetization 
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loopss for in-plane applied field along the x-direction are shown in the top pan-
elss of Fig. 6.1. The vertical dashed lines indicate the coercive field Hc where 
M.rr = 0 for the 'up'-branch of the hysteresis loops. Both curves show a large 
hysteresiss between C. Beyond Hc the magnetization gradually increases to 
thee saturation value. 

InIn order to get an estimation for the volume fractions Vxx and Vyy of the squared 
magnetizationn along the x- and y- direction, we also measured the field depen-
dentt x-ray transmission of the samples with the photon energy tuned such that 
thee Gd M5 edge linear dichroism was large. The volume fractions are defined 
as s 

^--v(H )) = ^Jvm
2
x(T)di^^J Q

Pgxx{y)dy (6.1) 

wheree gxx are the 1-dimensional contrast functions as introduced in Chapter 5 

Eq.. 5.3. In an inhomogeneous magnetic film with a continuously varying mag-

neticc vector the exact transmission can only be expressed in terms of a model 

dependentt structure using beam propagation periods. However, in the approxi-

mationn that these volume fractions are evenly distributed over the film the field-

dependentt transmitted intensity for x-polarized light can be written as 

IItt(H)(H) = I0e-{l>- +[''// -> ' -L ] ^ , ) ^ ( 6 2) 

wheree \i j j and mu  are the absorption coefficients for the magnetization vec-
torr parallel respectively perpendicular to the polarization vector. At saturation 
VVxxxx = 1 and we obtain the exact result that 

7,(HS)) = J0<T''»D. (6.3) 

Hence e 
II  (H) 

l nn T^T  = (1 ~ Vxx){}ii/ ~  (6-4) 

fromm which Vxx can be determined for a known linear dichroism {\i j , - }i-L)D. 
Similarlyy for y-polarized light Vy]l can be obtained. 

Thee fractions Vxx and Vyy corresponding to the room-temperature magnetiza-

tionn loops for the two samples are shown in the center panels of Fig. 6.1. Com-

paringg with the MOKE loops we arrive at the important conclusion that at Hc 

wheree Mx = 0, Vxx can remain large. There are no reliable magnetization data 

off  the samples at 20 K but we did measure Vxx and Vyif, see the bottom panels. 
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Figuree 6.1: Room-temperature MOKE magnetization loops (top row) for and corre-

spondingg transmission linear dichroism curves (center row) for in-plane applied fields 

alongg the x - direction. Bottom row: transmission linear dichroism curves at 20 K. The 

fulll  lines indicate the positive up-branch of the hysteresis curve, the broken lines the 

negativee down-branch. The dashed vertical line marks Hc for the up-branch. Left: 42 

nmm GdFes. Right: 44 nm GdFeg. 
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6.22 Field dependent diffractio n data 
Mostt data shown here were taken using a linearly polarized beam that was 

tunedd to the Gd M5 resonance at 1184 eV in order to obtain sensitivity to the 

in-planee magnetization components. The GdFes sample was also studied at the 

Fee L3 resonance {hto = 706.6 eV). The magnetic field was along the x-direction 

andd the x-ray beam was incident along the sample normal z. The data were 

integratedd and fitted as described in section 5.3. 

6.2.11 GdFe5, overall behavior 

AA subset of the diffraction patterns taken along the in-plane magnetization loop 

forr GdFe5 at 20 K and room temperature are shown in Fig. 6.2. On the left 

axiss the normalized intensities are given on a log scale. The curves are shifted 

verticallyy according to the applied field indicated along on the right axis. Due 

too the different saturation fields for the two temperatures the field scales are 

different.. The data shown here are a combination of two CCD exposures to 

separatelyy capture the first and higher orders giving rise to the discontinuities 

aroundd qy — 0.06 nm_1 in the room-temperature data. 

Thee evolution of the diffracted intensity is followed from negative (top) to pos-

itiv ee (bottom) saturation. First a single diffraction peak is observed. Upon de-

creasingg the field its intensity rapidly increases and higher order maxima ap-

pear,, while at the same time the peaks move to smaller qy, implying that the 

periodd increases. Going through remanence and further raising the field the 

processs reverses: the period starts to decrease again and the higher order max-

imaa fade away until a single broad diffraction maximum is observed. 

Thee data were fitted using the procedures discussed in the previous chapter 

andd the results are summarized in Fig. 6.3. In the top panels the filled and open 

symbolss denote the period for the up- respectively down branch of the magne-

tizationn loop. This shows that there is a large hysteresis in the period in the field 

rangee \^HX\ < 5 T (\fi0Hx\ < 2 T) at 20 K (300 K). We have indicated 

thesee fields in all panels by vertical lines and wil l refer to them as Hhys. The 

dashedd lines indicate the position of Hc. 

Thee second panels show the total scattered intensities normalized to the inci-
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1255 62 41 31nm 125 62 41 31nm 

Figuree 6.2: Evolution of parallel stripes in 40 nm GdFes for a range of in-plane applied 

fieldd at 20 K (left) and room temperature (right). Normal incidence diffraction with lin-

earr polarization vector along (black lines) or perpendicular (grey lines) to the field. The 

approximatee field values belonging to the different curves are the intersection points of 

thee curves with the right-hand axis. 

dentt intensity on absolute logarithmic scale (left axis, symbols) and an arbitrary 

linearr scale (right axis, lines). At room-temperature the intensity is more than 

aa factor 2 lower than at 20 K. The log scale curve reveals that the intensity is 

stilll  gradually decaying where in the macroscopic magnetizat ion data satura-

tionn seems reached. The filled respectively open symbols and the dark respec-

tivelyy light lines indicate the up- and down-branches of the hysteresis loop. 

Clearlyy there is hysteresis, but with a different field dependence than that of the 

period. . 

Thee third panels shows the full-widt h half max imum Aq of the radial first order 

peakk normalized by its position r. At high fields the peak shape is asymmetric 

leadingg to values of Aq/r > 1. Over the hysteretic region the radial peak w id th 
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Figuree 6.3: In-plane field dependence of the period, total intensity, relative radial peak 

widthh and angular peak width extracted from the diffraction data for 40 nm GdFes at 

200 K (left) and room-temperature (right). The filled respectively open symbols and the 

darkk respectively broken lines indicate the up- and down-branches of the hysteresis 

loop.. The bottom panel shows the total fractions Vxx and Vyy together with the longitu-

dinall  MOKE magnetization loop (small dots) for room temperature. 
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iss nearly constant. Note however the small but distinctive reduction of the first 

orderr radial peak-width visible just beyond Hc. 

Thee angular half width Ay, is plotted in the fourth panels. The beamstop, block-

ingg the central part of the diffraction pattern, limited the useful angular range 

too 75°at 20 K and to 65°at room temperature. Inspection of the 2-D CCD images 

showss that at high fields the diffraction pattern becomes a truly isotropic ring. 

Forr comparison the macroscopic room-temperature MOKE and XMLD magne-

tizationn loops Mx/M, Vxx and Vy]l of Fig. 6.1 are shown in the bottom panels. 

6.2.22 GdFe5: evolution of diffractio n orders 

Thee integrated intensities of the first six diffraction orders are shown in Figs. 6.4 

andd 6.5. The dot and square symbols are for .t and y incident polarization re-

spectivelyy and the intensities have been normalized to the first order maximum 

forr vertical polarization. Again the full vertical lines at 5 T 2 T) for the 

200 K (300 K) data mark the hysteretic field region and the dashed lines indicate 

HHcc.. Overall, the 300 K data in Fig. 6.5 show similar behavior as the 20 K data 

inn Fig. 6.4, but the effects are less pronounced. Also a sixth order could not be 

observed.. We wil l concentrate our discussion therefore on the low temperature 

data. . 

Thee odd-order intensities as function of field form a single peak with a maximum 

betweenn remanence and Hc. The third and fifth order are visible only between 

thee hysteresis boundaries. The intensity of the third and fifth order relative to 

thee first order intensity increases towards Hc and subsequently collapses. For 

horizontall  polarization the lineshape is the same but the intensities are a littl e 

lower,, probably caused by a small difference in the calibration factor of the 7o 

monitorr for x— and y— polarized light. 

Thee even order maxima display a much more complicated behavior with no-

tablyy different results for the two polarizations. We wil l focus first on the sec-

ondd order at 20 K reproduced for clarity in Fig. 6.6, which also shows the cor-

respondingg intensities at the Fe L3 edge. For x-polarized photons at the Gd M5 

edgee two intensity maxima around 1 T are observed with a local minimum 

andd a sharp jump at Hc. For y-polarized light the second order has lower inten-
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Figuree 6.4: Intensity of the integrated diffraction peaks as a function of in-plane field 

att 20 K for x— (circles) or y— (squares) linear polarization vector. The dashed vertical 

liness indicate Hc, the full vertical lines mark the boundaries of the period hysteresis. 
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Figuree 6.5: Intensity of the integrated diffraction peaks as a function of field at 300 K 

forr x- (circles) or y— polarized light (squares). The dashed vertical lines indicate Hc, 

thee full vertical lines mark the boundaries of the period hysteresis. 
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sity,, displaying two broad shoulders which are found also at the Fe L3 edge for 
bothh polarizations. However the {/-polarized Gd M5 data show an additional 
sharpp peak coinciding with the local minimum for x-polarization. 
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Figuree 6.6: A comparison of the field-dependent scattered intensities on the second 
orderr for x- (circles) and y— polarized (squares) light at 20 K at the Gd M5 edges. 
Solidd lines: at the Fe L3 edge. The dashed vertical lines indicate Hc, the full vertical 
liness mark the boundaries of the period hysteresis. 

Returningg to Fig. 6.4 we find the curves for the 4th and 6th order to sharpen up 
withh respect to the second order, as the 3rd and 5th order do with respect to the 
firstt order. The fourth order, on the center right, still has a dip for x-polarization 
andd a peak for y-polarization at the same field as those of the second order, but 
thee sixth order is reduced to a single peak for both polarizations. However in 
alll  cases there is a distinctive jump in intensity on passing Hc. 

6.2.33 GdFe9 

Fig.. 6.7 shows the room-temperature diffraction pattern for remanent aligned 

stripess in the GdFeg film. Even at remanence a second and third order max-
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Figuree 6.7: Diffraction pattern from remanent aligned stripes in a 42 nm GdFe9 sample 
att the Gd M5 resonance and for x- polarized x rays. 

imumm are barely visible and they vanish very rapidly with applied field. We 
thereforee could only follow the evolution of the first order diffraction peak. The 
resultss at 20 K and room-temperature are shown in Fig. 6.8, which is equiva-
lentt to Fig. 6.3. The general behavior is very similar, however in comparison 
withh the GdFes sample, the periods are nearly a factor 2 smaller, the total scat-
teredd intensities are much lower and the disorder in the system is larger. The 
linearr dichroism curves in the bottom panel show that the sample stays mainly 
in-planee magnetized along x, even at remanence. At 20 K a closure component 
couldd be detected from these data, but for room temperature the transmission 
resultt was too poor to give conclusive evidence for closure. 

6.33 Modelling the diffracted intensities 

Wee wil l analyze the diffracted intensities using the 1-dimensional model dis-

cussedd in Chapter 2.3. In this model m2
x + m\ = 1 and mz = sin0os(i/) where 

s(y)) is a periodic function and 60 is the maximum out-of-plane angle. We wil l 
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GdFe99 20 K GdFeQQ 300 K 

-0.11 0.0 0.1 
MoHH (T) 

0.100 0.00 0.10 0.20 
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Figuree 6.8: In-plane field dependence of the period, total intensity, radial peak width 

andd angular peak width extracted from the diffraction data for 40 nm GdFe9 at 20 K 

(left)) and room-temperature (right). The filled respectively open symbols and the dark 

respectivelyy broken lines indicate the up- and down-branches of the hysteresis loop. 

Thee bottom panel shows the total fractions Vxx and Vyy together with the longitudinal 

MOKEE magnetization loop (small dots) for room temperature. 
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noww assume that mx and m- are uniform over the film thickness. The contrast 

functionss as defined in Chapter 5 can then be written as: 

ggzz(y)(y) = sir\0os{y) (6.5) 

ggxxxx(y)(y) = cos2Ö0 + s in2Ö0 [ l - s ( y ) 2 ] (6.6) 

wheree we have written gxx explicitly as a constant cos2 6Q part and a variable 

partt sin2 d0{l - s ( y )2) . 

Too include closure magnetization we extend the model by allowing the domain 

walll  magnetization to huist from the x to the y-direction as depicted in Fig. 2.1 F. 

Thee amplitude of mv is determined by the canting angle and a twist angle <p{z): 

m]{y,z)m]{y,z) = sin20osin2 <p{z) [l - s (y )2 ] . (6.7) 

Sincee in the transmission experiment we are insensitive to the z-direction we 

definee a thickness averaged twist amplitude t = sin2((p). With the requirement 

thatt yj, m2 — 1 and mz is constant as a function of z the contrast functions are 

givenn by 

ggxxxx(y)(y) = cos20o + ( l - O s i n2 0 o [ l - s ( y ) 2 ] (6.8) 

eyy(y)) = f sin2 0O [l - s(y)2] (6.9) 

gz(y)) = sin(?0s(y). (6.10) 

Reformulatingg the combined equations (5.7) and (5.7), we find for the intensity 

off  the H-th diffraction order 

lfrlfrxx'' « [(1 - 0 s in20o] 2 \F { 2 ) j I'f s(y)2e"!Tl/dy\2 (6.11) 

1^'1^' « [tsm29o\2\F[2)j [\ s(y)V'"TVy|2 (6.12) 

irirVV'^'^XX'' - s i n2 ö o | F( 1 ) ^ / ^ s ( y ) ^ r ^ | 2 , (6-13) 
ii  J-\p 

wheree we have explicitly given all the separate scattering channels for x- and 

y—— polarized light. These expressions show that the intensity of the diffraction 

orderss correspond to the squared Fourier coefficients of s(y)2 and s(y). The 

advantagee of this model is that a single periodic function describes both the 

in-planee and out-of-plane magnetic contrast. 
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6.44 Domain nucleation 
Inn all magnetization curves we can recognize a reversible part and an irre-

versiblee part where the stripe period has hysteresis. In the high-field reversible 

partt of the magnetization curves only a single diffraction maximum could be 

observedd with a linear increasing period and a gradual increase in intensity. The 

theoryy of nucleation introduced in section 2.4 predicts that, at nucleation, the in-

finitesimall  out-of-plane oscillation of the magnetization has a sinusoidal profile. 

Takingg s(y) = cos(ry) and neglecting the closure component my (<p(z) = 0), it 

followss that for x-polarized light 

| 11 <x -sin20Jj|F(1 )|2 (6.14) 

 « ^s in40o|F( 2>|2, (6.15) 
l b b 

hencee near nucleation two diffraction maxima should be observed at the Gd M5 

edge.. However, close to saturation the canting angle is small, so J 1 >> l . 

Alsoo the stripe orientation and correlation are rather poor leading to a consid-
erablee broadening of the diffraction peaks. As a result the second order peak is 
washedd out on the shoulder of the primary peak and we only start to observe 
itt just before H/J1/s, where the canting angle and the stripe order have become 
largee enough. 

Anotherr interesting phenomenon in the reversible stage is that the slow rise in 

intensityy is accompanied by a rapidly improving parallel orientation and better 

correlationn of the stripes ( Fig. 6.3 and Fig. 6.8 third and fourth rows). The 

emergingg intuitive picture is that when the out-of-plane amplitude increases 

thee dipolar interaction develops and the stripe-stripe interaction leads to an or-

deringg of the system. It is important to note that at nucleation the diffraction 

patternn forms a ring indicating that either the 'domain walls' meander, or a 

bubblee rather than a stripe state has nucleated. 

Att Hhys the dipolar interaction becomes so strong that an energy penalty is in-

volvedd in the creation/annihilation of a domain or domain wall. As a result the 

periodd is no longer reversible. Also the ordering of the stripes seems completed 

andd for GdFes higher diffraction order maxima become visible at this field. The 

latterr indicates that the magnetization profile is no longer sinusoidal. We there-

foree interpret this as a transition from a nucleation phase to a fully developed 
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domainn state with up- and down stripe domains separated by a well defined 

domainn wall. 

6.55 Evolution of the domain state 

Forr an in-plane applied field there is no net out-of-plane magnetization, hence 

thee up- and down domains are of equal width W = P/2. As shown in the previ-

ouss chapter, in that case s(y) gives only odd Fourier coefficients that according 

too (6.13) produce odd order diffraction maxima with the same intensity for both 

polarizations.. Their intensities are proportional to the canting angle, which is 

maximumm around remanence. 

InIn the same model the even orders are either due to the in-plane magnetic con-

trastt of the Bloch walls Eq. (6.11) for x-polarized light or the closure domains 

Eq.. (6.12) for y—polarized light. In the high field region, the closure magnetiza-

tionn Eq. (6.9) can be neglected (f = 0), the in-plane scattering is dominated by 

thee Bloch walls. According to (6.11) for x— polarized light the second order in-

tensitiess are proportional to sin4 do and therefore the second order intensity ini-

tiallyy rises fast. However, as the period increases, the number of domain walls 

decreasess and the second order intensity starts to decrease, simultaneously the 

closuree magnetization component starts to develop, visible as the sharp peak 

foundd on the second order for y-polarized light. 

Ass already remarked, for y— polarized light we also found two broad shoul-

derss at high fields. Fig. 6.6 showed that these shoulders are also observed at 

thee Fe L3 edge, for both polarizations. Since at the Fe edge F(2) is negligibly 

small,, all features are due to gz as given by Eq. (6.13). The observation of even 

orderr scattering can only be explained by a magnetization profile that has even 

orderr Fourier terms, which implies that the 'up' domains are bigger than the 

downn domains or vice versa. This in turn implies a net out-of-plane magnetiza-

tionn which can be produced only by a perpendicular component in the applied 

field,, most likely caused by a small misalignment of the magnetic field with re-

spectt to the sample plane. 

Wee therefore conclude that only the sharp peak observed at the Gd M5 edge for 

y-polarizedd light in the field region [0, Hc] can be attributed to closure domain 

scattering.. This interpretation is confirmed by the field dependence of the total 
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closuree domain fraction Vvy. Apart from this small region we may describe the 

transitionn from up- to down magnetization by a pure Bloch wall extending over 

thee thickness of the film and the magnetization profile is truly 1-dimensional. In 

thee following we have subtracted out the Fe data from the even order intensities 

att the Gd edge and neglect the up- down asymmetry. This is allowed provided 

thee asymmetry is small. 

6.66 Quantification of domain wall widt h over  the mag-

netizationn loop 

Thee stripe structure is relatively simple, consisting of an up- and a down do-

mainn separated by a domain wall For this type of structure the low order 

Fourierr coefficients are to first order determined by the domain wall width. By 

comparingg Eq. (6.11)-(6.13) for a model s(y) with the diffracted intensities we 

mayy in principle hope to retrieve the domain wall width. 

Thee diffracted intensities for a model unit cell, as given in Fig. 6.9, were cal-
culatedd taking for the domain-wall the standard Bloch-wall profile tanh(ny/6) 

[31]]  of width 6 and at a position 1/2W, where W = 1/2P is the domain width. 
Thee function s(y) was normalized to 1 at y — 0. The only parameter that is 
variedd is the relative domain wall width Ö/W. 

Thee first approach that can be taken is to compare the intensity ratios of the odd 

orderr peaks to (6.13) and that of the even order peaks to (6.11)-(6.12). The ad-

vantagee is that these ratios are independent of the resonant amplitudes F^ and 

F^F^ and of the canting angle and twist factor t. The results for x-polarized light 

aree shown in Fig. 6.10, indicated by the open symbols. There are differences in 

thee domain wall widths obtained from the different orders but the overall be-

haviorr is very similar, showing a minimum of about 40 nm at the coercive field. 

Thee exception is the field range where the closure domain scattering is observed 

forr the sample at 20 K; there the even orders seem to indicate a wall width of 

200 nm. This smaller width suggests that the domain wall profile in the center of 

thee film, where the domain walls are of the Bloch type, is sharper than that at 

thee surfaces, where the domain walls are of the closure type. Another possible 

explanationn is that at this field a surface domain wall has nucleated in between 
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1/J2P P I£F F 

Figuree 6.9: Model domain function s(y) for domain of width W = 1/2P and 5 = 0.3W. 
Thee dashed lines indicate the integration range for the unit cell. 

thee domain walls, as indicated in Fig. 6.12-D. For such a magnetization profile 

thee in-plane scattering cross sections not only has maxima at y = W but 

alsoo at y = 0,  W, which enhances the fourth order diffracted intensity, leading 

too an underestimation of the domain wall width in the 1-dimensional model. 

Wee wil l discuss this structure in more detail in the last section. 

Soo far the effect of the disorder was not taken into account. In reality the do-
mainn width varies by ~10% of its width and this leads to cumulative disorder: 
thee position of the nth domain with respect to the kth domain is the sum of the 
widthss of the domains in between n and k. In that case expression (5.7) separat-
ingg the scattering properties of the domains and the lattice is no longer valid. 
Iff  the width fluctuates statistically independent, the scattered intensity can still 
bee expressed analytically, as shown by Fullerton [96] for multilayer reflections. 
Preliminaryy results along these lines show that this type of disorder leads to a 
broadeningg of the diffraction peaks that increases with their order, as found in 
ourr data. Furthermore the intensity of the higher order peaks decreases. There-
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Figuree 6.10: Domain wall width as function of field for a 40 nm GdFe5 thin film. Top: 

att 20 K. Bottom: at room temperature. 
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foree the results in Fig. 6.10 represent an upper limit of the domain wall width. 

Fromm the disorder model we also find that the total out-of-plane and in-plane 

scatteredd intensities are not altered by the disorder: by energy conservation the 

intensityy scattered out of the diffraction peaks by the disorder is scattered to 

smallerr q values. The total scattered intensities correspond to the total scatter-

ingg volume of the domains and domain walls, which in our model depend on 

thee domain wall width only. We may therefore obtain the latter by comparing 

thee total even order to the total odd order intensity. As can be seen from equa-

tionss (6.11)-(6.13), this requires knowledge of the ratio |F( 2 )| / |F( 1 )|2, the twist 

factorr t and the canting angle 0Q. The first can be obtained from the known opti-

call  constants for a given energy. According to Eq. (6.11) and Eq. (6.12) the twist 

factorr can be calculated by taking the ratio of the even order scattered intensity 

forr y— and x-polarized light. The canting angle can be determined by working 

outt Eq. (6.1) for the model s(y) and wall width 6 

11 /"V2P 
V vv=cos2Öoo + s i n2 0 o ( l - O ö / < l -s(y)2)dy, (6.16) 

PP J-1/2P 
andd comparing this to the experimentally measured Vxx as given in (Fig. 6.1). 

Thee wall widths obtained in this manner, shown in Fig. 6.10 as the filled dots, 

aree appreciably smaller. However, before the disorder-order transition the wall 

widthh is of the order of half the period, signifying a sinusoidal oscillation. We 

estimatee the error on these wall width values to be on the order of 5 nm due 

too uncertainties in the exact energy calibration and Vxx. Within this error the 

minimumm wall width of approximately 12 nm is the same for the sample at 20 

KK and at room-temperature. 

6.77 Determination of the anisotropy and exchange 

constantss from the nucleation field and period 

Inn the experiment we followed the stripe period up to saturation and hence 

wee obtain precise values for the critical field and period Hcr and Pcr (see Table 

6.1),, where the stripes nucleate/disappear. The theory of nucleation [31] relates 

thee reduced nucleation field hcr and reduced inverse domain width w~r
l to the 

qualityy factor Q, as shown in Fig. 6.11, right panel, which is the same as Fig. 
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Tablee 6.1: Macroscopic magnetic properties obtained from the nucleation field and pe-
riod.. Hcr and Pcr were determined from the magnetization and diffraction data, M from 
thee XMCD data and xc. hcr, Q and Ku are determined from Hcr, Pcr and M. d is deter-
minedd from Q and hcr, A and dh follow from Ku and d. I: GdFe5 20 K, II: GdFe5 300 K, 
III :: GdFe9 20 K, IV:GdFe9 300 K 
sample e 

I I 
II I 

II I I 

IV V 

HOHO ^cr 

T T 

0.4 4 

0.18 8 

0.2 2 

0.15 5 

Per Per 

nm m 

120 0 

105 5 

75 5 

78 8 

M M 

1055 A / m 

4.4 4 

3.6 6 

9.0 0 

7.0 0 

hCr r 

0.56 6 

0.49 9 

0.46 6 

0.43 3 

Q Q 

1.2 2 

0.8 8 

0.4 4 

0.4 4 

K„ K„ 
1055 Jm^3 

1.5 5 

0.65 5 

2.0 0 

1.2 2 

d d 

1 1 

1.1 1 

1.2 2 

1.3 3 

A A 

10-1 2J/m m 

6.1 1 

2.9 9 

4.4 4 

2.7 7 

h h 
nm m 

21 1 

20 0 

18 8 

17 7 

2.77 and shows the critical lines for stripe nucleation for different values of hcr. 

Thee reduced width w~l = D/Wcr = 2D/Pcr is easily obtained from the film 

thicknesss D and nucleation period Pcr. The reduced nucleation field defined as 

hhf f 
lioMHlioMHc c 

1K1KU U 

HHcr cr 

MQ MQ 
(6.17) ) 

iss a function of Q and the saturation magnetization M. For known M and Hcr, 

w^w^11 {hcr, Q) is a function of Q only (see Fig. 6.11), and one can deduce Q from 
thee reduced nucleation field and period. With Q and M known the anisotropy 
constantt Ku is found from the relation Q = KUI\}IQM2. The nucleation theory 
alsoo relates the reduced critical thickness dcr(hcr, Q) to the nucleation field hcr 

andd anisotropy factor Q, as shown in the left panel of Fig. 6.11. Hence from 
thee values of hcr and Q we find the reduced thickness d = dcr of the samples at 
200 K and room temperature. Since the reduced thickness d = D/{2n^J'A/Ku), 

wheree D is the film thickness, this allows us to extract the exchange constant A 

fromm d, hcr, and Ku. 

AA reasonably accurate estimation for M was obtained from the moments of Fe 

andd Gd at 20 K and room-temperature determined from the XMCD experiment 

inn Chapter 4 and the compensation composition xc at these temperatures. The 

obtainedd hcr, Q, KUr d, and A values together with the values of M are given in 

Tablee 6.1. These values compare reasonable well to the literature values [49, 50, 

51,, 52]. The bulk Bloch wall widths öb = 7iy/A/Ku and reduced thickness are 

alsoo given in the table. 
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Figuree 6.11: The critical thickness dcr for stripe formation (left) and the corresponding 

inversee critical stripe width w~r
l (right) as a function of Q for different applied in-plane 

fieldss h along the stripe direction. The symbols indicate the values found for I: GdFes 

200 K, II: GdFe5 300 K, III : GdFe9 20 K, IV:GdFe9 300 K 

6.88 Comparison of the microscopic diffraction data 

andd the macroscopic magnetic properties 

A ss discussed in Chapter 2, important factors determining the stripe state are the 

anisotropyy factor Q and the reduced thickness d. Q and d for the two samples 

andd temperatures have been plotted in the left panel of Fig. 6.11. This shows 

thatt going from I (GdFe5 20K) to IV (GdFe9 300 K) the samples get closer to 

thee critical line for h = 0 for a given Q value. Going towards this line, either 

byy decreasing d or Q, has the same effect as increasing h, hence the period and 

cantingg angle should be reduced. 

Indeedd at 300 K the period is smaller than at 20 K for GdFes. For GdFe9 the pe-

riodss are even further reduced. The behavior of the canting angle follows from 

thee in-plane fraction Vxx, which according to Eq. (6.1) is in large part determined 

byy cos2 $o- F ° r GdFes at 300 K Vxx is larger than at 20 K, hence the canting an-

glee is smaller. For GdFe9 we found the sample stays mainly in-plane over the 
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wholee magnetization loop, implying small canting angles even at remanence. 
Thee smaller canting angles also explain the much lower total scattered intensity 
forr GdFe9 compared to GdFes. 

Duee to the small out-of-plane undulation of the GdFeg sample also the dipolar 

interactionn between the stripes is weak. As a result the hysteresis in the period 

iss much smaller whereas the disorder is larger. Even at the coercive field the 

correlationn length is of the order of the stripe period. Furthermore a sharp tran-

sitionn in Aq/r and A7 as observed for GdFe5 is not found. This leads to the 

importantt conclusion that the GdFeg sample is so close to the critical thickness 

thatt the stripe domain state does not fully develop. Although the bulk Bloch 

walll  width 6^ = n^/A/K,, of 17 nm is small compared to the domain period, 

thiss width is never reached as higher order diffraction maxima are not observed. 

Forr GdFe5 the values of A and Ku yield a bulk Bloch wall width of 20 nm. This 

comparess reasonably well with the wall width obtained from the diffraction 

maxima,, although the latter is on the low side. In this respect it is important 

too note that we obtained this wall width from the total intensities in the even 

andd odd order diffraction peaks and did not take into account the intensity that 

iss scattered to low q by the disorder. With this method we may have underesti-

matedd the even order intensity compared with the odd order intensity at hence 

havee underestimated the domain wall width. A polarization analysis would 

facilitatee a complete separation of the in-plane and out-of-plane scattered inten-

sitiess and in this way the method could be improved. 

6.99 Overview of in-plane reversal loop 

Inn this chapter we have analyzed the diffraction data for the GdFe5 sample in 

termss of a simple 1-dimensional magnetic structure. Here we summarize the 

salientt points of our analysis and give a qualitative reconstruction of the inter-

nall  magnetic structure at various parts of the magnetization curve, see Fig. 6.12, 

goingg from negative (top) towards positive saturation field (bottom). 

Att nucleation (panel A) we only see a single diffraction maximum, indicative 

off  the out-of-plane magnetic contrast. As the amplitude of the undulation in-

creasess a second order diffraction peak appears for x-polarized light, but not 

forr i/-polarized light. This signifies that the 'domain wall' for the sinusoidal 
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undulationn is of the Bloch type and that at this stage there is hardly a closure 

componentt in the film. These observations compare well with the nucleation 

statee for a system with Q = 1 and a reduced nucleation field h„ = 0.6 as shown 

inn Fig. 2.6-d. This state is depicted schematically in panel A, where we have 

indicatedd that towards the surface the film is more in-plane magnetized than at 

thee core. 

Inn the next stage of the magnetization loop, H < |H/ll/ s the domain wall has 

fullyy developed and higher order diffraction maxima appear (panel B). The ab-

sencee of closure scattering proves that in this stage the magnetization profile is 

stilll  purely 1-dimensional with a Bloch wall that runs from the top to the bottom 

surfacee of the film. 

AA closure component, as indicated in panel C, starts only to develop near rema-

nence,, where the external field Hx — 0. Towards the coercive field the closure 

domainss grow rapidly and the structure becomes vortex-like. The Bloch wall 

—— mx magnetization is trapped by a circulating magnetization, mz, my. Upon 

passingg Hc the closure scattering disappears almost completely and the system 

iss better ordered, visible as the reduction of Atf/ r upon passing Hc. The release 

off  energy at reversal apparently anneals the structure, leading to a better align-

ment. . 

Thee question is how the cores of these vortices, which have their magnetization 

noww opposed to the in-plane field direction, reverse. At the coercive field the 

nett magnetization mx = 0, but at the same time a net mx is found from the 

fieldd dependent linear dichroism experiment. Apparently the sample still has 

magnetizationn in the x- direction but part of it along the negative and part of 

itt along the positive direction. 

AA possible solution is that the in-plane mx reversal starts at the surfaces, as 

drawnn in panel D, and as calculated for weak stripe domains in thin films with a 

cantedd easy axis [56]. Towards the coercive field the x— component of the mag-

netizationn at the surfaces becomes more extended, possibly pushing the closure 

magnetizationn inward creating a 360° domain wall from the top to the bottom of 

thee film, as indicated schematically in panel E. The vortex cores become highly 

frustratedd and collapse catastrophically at the magnetization reversal. After re-

versall  the closure magnetization is absent and again a 1-dimensional Bloch state 
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Figuree 6.12: A simplified representation of the internal stripe magnetization at various 

pointss of the in-plane magnetization curve going from negative saturation (top), to pos-

itiv ee saturation (bottom). Note that only the variation of the magnetization with respect 

too a 'constant' mx component is indicated. 
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iss obtained, see panel F, which is similar panel B. 

Alternativelyy a reverse domain wall may nucleate by going directly from the 

situationn in panel C {or D) to panel R At Hc the sample is then partly in state C 

(D)) and partly in state F, such that the net magnetization along x is zero. Such 

nucleationn occurs probably at the sides of the sample and this state then sweeps 

throughh the sample almost instantaneously. 

Qualitatively,, the behavior of the GdFe9 sample is quite different. The values 

off  Q and hcr found here compare well with hcr = 0.3 and Q = 0.4 for which 

thee nucleation state is drawn in Fig. 2.6-C A vortex-like structure with a con-

siderablee closure component exists already at nucleation. This state could be 

comparedd with Fig. 6.12-C, which only indicates the variation of the my and mz, 

nott the large constant in-plane magnetization mx. At 20 K we found that the 

closuree fraction Vyy at remanence is comparable to that for GdFes, which is rel-

ativelyy large since the canting angles are much smaller. Probably the magnetic 

structuree for GdFe9 stays close to that of panel C over the magnetization loop. 

AA mechanism where the reversal starts at the surfaces, like in panel D seems un-

likelyy here since even at Hc, much of the sample is in-plane magnetized along 

xx and the sample is most likely partly reversed (panel C with the dots replaced 

byy crosses). Such a reversal would happen by the nucleation of reverse in-plane 

'domains'' in a first order transition. 
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7 7 
CONCLUDINGG REMARKS AND 

OUTLOOK K 

Thiss thesis encompasses an exploration of resonant soft x-ray magnetic scat-

teringg as a probe of magnetic structure on the nanometer length scale. We ex-

tensivelyy investigated the energy- and polarization dependence at the Gd M4 5 

andd Fe f,2,3 edges of the resonantly scattered intensity from aligned stripe do-

mainss in a GdFes thin film. The power of the method was demonstrated in a 

detailedd study of the nucleation and evolution of the internal magnetic struc-

turee of nanoscale stripe domains in in-plane applied fields. 

Withh the photon energy tuned to the Gd M5 edge we have shown that XRMS 

cann be used as a microscopic 3-dimensional magnetometry: using linear polar-

izedd light we could separate the scattering from the in-plane linear magnetic 

FF11--22^^ contrast of Bloch walls and surface closure domains from the out-of-plane 

circularr magnetic contrast F ^ of the bulk stripes. The large linear dichroism 

comparedd to the transition-metal f,2,3 resonances that have been exploited in 

softt x-ray scattering experiments so far is a unique feature of this experiment. 

Thee maximum momentum transfer in our experiments corresponds to a length 

scalee of ~30 nm, comparable to the single domain size and clearly too large to 

resolvee its exact profile: however we have shown that for the relatively simple 

domainn structure the low order Fourier coefficients are primarily determined by 

thee width of the domain wall. In order to obtain quantitative results, we need a 

carefull  analysis of the disorder on the diffracted intensities. With a polarization 
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analysiss of the diffracted intensity, using multilayer mirrors, it should be possi-

blee to determine the domain wall width with 5 nm precision. 

Wee presented field dependent XRMS experiments for the in-plane magnetiza-
tionn curve at 20 K and room temperature for a GdFe5 and a GdFe9 thin film. We 
couldd measure the diffracted intensity up to the critical field, exemplifying the 
sensitivityy of the method and allowing the determination of the macroscopic 
magneticc properties of these samples. The corresponding theoretical nucleation 
statess for the macroscopic parameters compare well with our diffraction data 
results. . 

Forr the GdFes sample we found an intriguing microscopic reversal of the stripes 

uponn passing HCf involving a complex vortex state. We have proposed a spec-

ulativee model where the reversal occurs via the formation of reversed domain 

wallss at the surface and a collective collapse of the vortex cores. In the nor-

mall  incidence transmission geometry used here we are sensitive to the internal 

magneticc structure integrated over the film thickness. It is therefore difficult 

too unambiguously prove this 2-dimensional reversal model. However highly 

surfacee sensitive and depth dependence measurement are possible using a re-

flectionn geometry as shown by Dürr et al. for stripes in FePd [18]. 

Ass an example we show in Fig. 7.1 the in-plane diffraction pattern for grazing 
incidencee reflection from the remanent aligned stripe lattice in the GdFes thin 
film.. Here we see the first two diffraction orders on the sides of the specular 
reflectedd intensity at qy = 0. Remarkably the second order diffracted inten-
sityy is much larger than the first order scattered intensity and all diffraction 
orderss have a large left/right asymmetry. In this geometry the circular mag-
neticc contrast is sensitive mainly to the parallel mx{y) structure of the Bloch 
wallss whereas the linear magnetic contrast is sensitive to m^(y) and m\(y). Al l 
thesee terms scatter to even orders only. It can be shown that the large left-right 
asymmetryy that is observed is due to an interference between a m-wl/F

(2) term 
andd a mxF^ term. 

Wee have investigated the energy dependence of this diffraction pattern, finding 

aa rather complex behavior compared to the transmission results. The detailed 

analysiss is much more complicated and falls out of the scope of this thesis. How-

everr these data prove that at remanence a Bloch component extends up-to-the 
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Figuree 7.1: Scattered intensity as a function of the in-plane momentum transfer qv from 

aa remanent aligned stripe lattice in a reflectivity geometry. The beam was incident 

att a 3.5°grazing angle in the xz-plane of the sample, as indicated in the inset. The 

photonn energy was tuned to the Gd M5 resonance, curves for linear polarized light 

perpendicularr a and parallel n to the xz-plane are shown. 

surfacee but a closure component is also existent. No in-plane field-dependent 

reflectivityy data for this structure are available to date but such data would di-

rectlyy test the reversal model proposed here. 

Reciprocall  space techniques can be extremely powerful for studies of dynamic 

systems,, as has been shown both at optical and hard x-ray wavelengths. In this 

respectt its worth mentioning that there is room for improvement of the sensitiv-

ityy of the 2-D detector which should make it possible to measure at video rates. 

Thee use of magnetic p u m p- x-ray probe techniques, util izing the time structure 

off  the synchrotron beam, offers promise to study dynamical phenomena at the 

nanometerr length scale and in the nanosecond regime. 

Wee have also started to explore the use of coherent x rays for the study of criti -

jr-polarization n 

CT-polarization CT-polarization 
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Figuree 7.2: Soft x-ray magnetic speckle from an aligned stripe lattice illuminated by 

aa 10 fim coherent beam. Central part: Fraunhofer diffraction from the pinhole on the 

transmittedd beam. Sides: Speckle on the first order diffraction maxima. 

call  scattering experiments. A preliminary account has been presented [23] that 

showss that important steps in beamline stability and detector technology are re-

quired.. High quality static magnetic speckle patterns for the first order diffrac-

tionn maxima can be obtained by il luminating the stripe lattice with a 10 y.m 

coherentt beam. This result is encouraging for the pursuit of dynamic studies of 

criticall  magnetic phenomena. 
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Tablee 1: List of symbols and abbreviations, continues on next page 

Symbol l 

£o £o 

E E 

D D 

H H 

B B 

X X 
K K 

M M 

M M 

mm = M/ M 

00 < x < 1 

XXc c 

HH c c 

RRhy* hy* 

KKu u 

QQ = Ku/Ks 

D D 

A A 

hh = ^" M> 

dd D 

2ny/A/K2ny/A/Ku u 

ööbb = nsjA/Ku 

Definition n 

vacuumm magnetic permeability 

vacuumm dielectric constant 

Electricc Field 

ElectricElectric Displacement 

Magneticc Field 

Magneticc Induction 

ElectricElectric susceptibility tensor 

Relativee dielectric tensor 

Magnetizationn vector 

Saturationn magnetization 

Unitt magnetization vector 

Fee fraction in Gd]  AFeA thin films 

Compensationn composition for which M = 0 

Coercivee field 

Hysteresiss field of stripe period 

Uniaxiall  magnetic anisotropy 

Thinn film shape anisotropy 

Qualityy factor or reduced anisotropy 

Filmm thickness 

Exchangee stiffness 

Reducedd field 

Reducedd thickness 

Blochh wall width 
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Tablee 2: List of symbols and abbreviations 

Symbol l 

1 1 

Si Si 

SijSij ~-

k k 

q q 
ê ê 

n n 

F F 
-ro -ro 
f f 

ƒ ƒ 
f° f° 

f(0) ) 

f( i ) ) 

p(2) p(2) 

++ , -
/ / / 
J_ _ 

/ ' - - / ' --

?</// ~ / ^ 
Jo o 
h h 
k k 

== $Qmi{y,z)dz 

== !o mimj(y>z)dz 

Gj,Gj, Gjj 

T T 

S S 

P P 

TT = 2TT/P 

W W 

iviv = W/D 

s(y) s(y) 

Oo Oo 

<P <P 
t t 

Definition n 

Wavevector r 

Momentumm transfer 

Polarizationn vector 

Complexx refractive index 

Attenuationn coefficient 

Freee electron scattering length 

Atomicc scattering tensor 

Atomicc scattering amplitude 

Thomsonn atomic scattering amplitude 

Chargee resonant scattering amplitude 

Circularr magnetic resonant scattering amplitude 

Linearr magnetic resonant scattering amplitude 

Labelss for left/right circular polarization 

Labell  for linear polarization parallel to m 

Labell  for linear polarization perpendicular to m 

Circularr magnetic dichroism 

Linearr magnetic dichroism 

Incidentt intensity 

Totall  transmitted intensity 

Totall  scattered intensity 

Magneticc contrast function circular term 

Magneticc contrast function linear term 

Fourierr transforms of gj and gjj 

Formm factor 

Structuree factor 

Periodd of stripe lattice 

Reciprocall  period 

Singlee domain width 

Reducedd stripe width 

Shapee function 

Cantingg angle 

Twistt angle 

Twistt factor 
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SUMMARY Y 

Thiss thesis describes experiments in which the internal 3-D magnetic vector 

structuree of magnetic domains with a typical width of 50 to 100 nm is recon-

structedd from resonant soft x-ray scattering data taken in a transmission geom-

etry.. The specific systems that we have studied are 40 nm GdFe5 and GdFe9 

magneticc thin films that exhibit so-called stripe domains: a quasi-periodic 1-

dimensionall  lattice of alternating up- down magnetized domains. For photon 

energiess around the Gd M4/5 (3d -> 4f) and Fe L2,3 (2p —• 3d) resonances large 

magneto-opticall effects occur: the absorption and dispersion of a electromag

neticc wave propagating in a magnetic medium depends on the direction of the 

magnetizationn vector m and the polarization of the wave. 

Inn the first experimental part of this thesis we study the x-ray magneto-optic 

effectt itself. We present measurements of the x-ray absorption (XAS), magnetic 

circularr dichroism (XMCD) and magnetic linear dichroism (XMLD) around the 

Gdd M45 and Fe L2/3 resonances. The imaginary part of the resonant scattering 

lengthh is directly obtained from these measurements while the real part fol

lowss from the Kramers-Kronig transformation of the absorption and dichroism 

data.. The energy dependent resonant circular magnetic scattering amplitude 

obtainedd from this analysis is found to be in remarkable agreement with data 

forr the total scattered intensity from a stripe domain lattice. 

Wee find that at the Gd M4/5 edge both the circular F(1) and the linear magnetic 

resonantt scattering amplitude F(2) are huge, while on the Fe L2,3 edge only a 

F^F^11)) contribution could be detected. We show we that we can separate the struc

turee of the three cartesian components of m in a single experiment, by varying 

thee polarization of the incident light. Comparing the diffraction data with a mi-

cromagneticc model for the complex vortex-like internal structure for the stripe 
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domains,, we can recognize scattering contributions from bulk domains, domain 
wallss and surface closure domains. 

Havingg established this interpretation of the scattering data we study the mag-

neticc structure of the thin films under the influence of a magnetic field applied in 

thee film plane. The evolution of the magnetic structure over the magnetization 

curvee shows an unexpected and rich behavior, involving a disorder-order tran-

sitionn at the domain nucleation field, a strong dependence of the stripe period 

onn field, the creation and growth of a Bloch wall structure and the appearance 

off  closure domains. Between remanence and the coercive field, the Bloch wall 

structuree is found to evolve in a Néel type wall structure which at the coercive 

fieldfield jumps back into a Bloch wall structure with the opposite field direction. 

Thee great detail with which the stripe evolution could be studied shows that x-

rayy resonant magnetic scattering is a powerful probe for the study of the spatial 

structuree in ordered nanomagnetic systems. 
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InIn dit proefschrift worden experimenten beschreven waarin de interne 3-D mag-

netischee vectorstructuur van magnetische domeinen met een typische breedte 

vann 50 tot 100 nm wordt gereconstrueerd uit resonante zachte Röntgenverstrooi-

ingsdataa gemeten in een transmissie geometrie. Specifiek hebben we 40 nm 

dikkee GdFê  en GdFe9 magnetische dunne lagen bestudeerd waarin zogenaamde 

streepdomeinenn voorkomen: een quasi periodiek 1-dimensionaal rooster van 

afwisselendd op- neer gemagnetiseerde domeinen. Als de fotonenergie in de 

buurtt van de Gd M4 5 (3d —* 4f) en de Fe L2/3 (2p —-> 3d) resonanties ligt treden 

err grote magneto-optische effecten op: de absoprtie en dispersie van een zich in 

eenn magnetisch materiaal voortplantende electromagnetische golf worden sterk 

afhankelijkk van de richting van de magnetisatievector m en de polarisatie van 

hett licht. 

Inn het eerste experimentele deel van dit proefschrift wordt het Röntgen magneto-

optischee effect zelf bestudeerd. We presenteren metingen van de Röntgenab-

sorbtie,, het magnetisch circulair dichroisme en het magnetisch lineair dichro-

ismee rond de Gd M45 en Fe L23 resonanties. Het imaginaire deel van de res-

onantee verstrooiingsamplitude volgt direct uit deze metingen terwijl het reële 

deell  gevonden wordt door Kramers-Kronig transformatie van de absorptie en 

dichroismee data. De overeenkomst tussen de met deze analyse gevonden en-

ergieafhankelijkee circulair magnetische verstrooiingsamplitude en de totaal ver-

strooidee intensiteit gemeten voor verstrooiing aan een streepdomein rooster is 

opmerkelijk. . 

Wee vinden dat voor de Gd M45 absorptie lijn zowel de circulaire F(1' als de lin-

eairee F^ resonante verstrooiingsamplitudes groot zijn, terwijl voor de Fe L2,3 

lij nn alleen een F(1) bijdrage gevonden wordt. We laten zien dat in één experi-
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mentt de structuur van de drie cartesische componenten van m gescheiden kan 

worden,, gebruikmakend van de polarisatieafhankelijkheid van de verstrooiing. 

Doorr de diffractiedata te vergelijken met een micromagnetisch model van de 

complexee vortexachtige interne structuur van de streepdomeinen kunnen we 

dee verstrooiingsbijdragen onderscheiden van bulk domeinen, domeinwanden 

enn oppervlakte fluxsluitings domeinen. 

Gebruikmakendd van deze interpretatie bestuderen we vervolgens de magneti-

schee structuur van de dunne lagen onder de invloed van een magnetisch veld 

aangelegdd in het vlak van de film. De ontwikkeling van de magnetische struc-

tuurr over de magnetisatie curve is onverwacht rijk en complex, met een wanorde-

ordee overgang bij het domein nucleatieveld, een periode die sterk veldafhanke-

lij kk is, het ontstaan en de groei van een Blochwandstructuur en het verschijnen 

vann oppervlakte sluitingsdomeinen. Tussen remanentie en het coercieve veld 

gaatt de Blochwandstructuur over in een meer Néel achtige domeinwandstruc-

tuur,, bij het coercieve veld springt deze laatste terug in een Blochwandstruc-

tuurr van tegengestelde magnetisatierichting. Het grote detail waarin we de do-

meinontwikkelingg kunnen volgen laat zien dat Röntgen resonante magnetische 

verstrooiingg een krachtige methode is om de spatiele structuur van geordende 

nanomagnetischee systemen te bestuderen. 
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